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This Master’s thesis examines the implementation of management system standard 

requirements as integrated in the organization. The aim is to determine how requirements 

from management system standards ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 can be integrated 

and implemented into the existing ISO 9001:2008 compliant management system.  

 

Research was executed as action research by utilizing an operating model about the 

integrated use of management system standards created by the International Organization 

for Standardization. Phases of the operating model were applied to the target organization. 

The similarity and integration potential of relevant standards were assessed by using 

comparative matrices. Allocation of the requirements and conformity assessment of the 

processes was executed by gap analysis. 

 

The main results indicate that the requirements of the relevant standards are principally 

equivalent or have the same kind of purpose. The results also show the most important 

processes of the target organization in terms of requirement compliance, as well as the 

requirements which affect the process the most. Prioritizing the compliance achievement of 

the most important processes and implementation of those requirements that have the most 

effect create an opportunity for organizations to implement the integrated requirements 

effectively.  
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Tässä diplomityössä tutkittiin hallintajärjestelmästandardien integroitua implementaatiota 

organisaatiossa. Työn tavoitteena oli selvittää kuinka hallintajärjestelmästandardien ISO 

14001:2015 ja ISO 9001:2015 vaatimukset voidaan integroida sekä implementoida ISO 

9001:2008 standardin vaatimusten mukaiseen johtamisjärjestelmään.   

 

Työ toteutettiin toimintatutkimuksena hyödyntäen kansainvälisen standardisoimisjärjestön 

toimintamallia hallintajärjestelmästandardien yhdistetystä käytöstä. Toimintamallin vaiheet 

sovellettiin kohdeorganisaation käyttöön. Standardien vaatimusten samankaltaisuutta sekä 

integroimispotentiaalia arvioitiin vertailumatriisien avulla. Vaatimusten allokointi 

prosesseihin sekä prosessien vaatimustenmukaisuuden arviointi toteutettiin puuteanalyysin 

avulla.  

 

Keskeisimmät tulokset osoittavat relevanttien standardien vaatimusten olevan pääasiassa 

yhteneviä tai osittain yhteneviä. Tulokset osoittavat myös ne liiketoimintaprosessit, jotka 

ovat keskeisimmässä asemassa vaatimustenmukaisuuden täyttymisessä sekä ne 

vaatimukset, jotka vaikuttavat eniten yrityksen liiketoimintaprosesseihin. 

Liiketoimintaprosesseihin eniten vaikuttavien vaatimusjoukkojen käsittelyn sekä 

keskeisimpien prosessien vaatimustenmukaisuuden saavuttamisen priorisointi luovat 

kohdeorganisaatiolle mahdollisuuden tehokkaaseen vaatimusten integrointiin sekä 

implementointiin. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the study and target organization 

 

The Switch is a leading supplier of megawatt-class permanent magnet generator and full-

power converter packages for wind power, marine and other industrial applications. The 

Switch was established in the mid-90s under the Rotatek Finland name in Lappeenranta. 

(Nikkinen 2015). In December 2006, Rotatek Finland, Verteco and Youtility merged and 

became The Switch. The Switch produces permanent magnet machines, high-speed 

industrial applications and variable speed generator sets for a wide range of applications 

(The Switch 2015 A). The Switch’s turnover was 46.2 million euros in 2013, and today 

employs over 200 persons. (The Switch 2015 B) 

 

In July 2014, a Japanese company, Yaskawa Electric Corporation, became the sole owner 

of The Switch. Yaskawa Electric Corporation was established in 1915 and nowadays is the 

world-leading provider of core technologies focused on motion control, robotic automation 

and system engineering. Yaskawa has over 10,000 employees globally in its core divisions. 

The company reported net sales of 2.3 billion euros in 2013. (The Switch 2015 C) 

  

High-quality products, the ability to make a profit, increasing customer satisfaction, safety, 

health while reducing environmental impact are issues that companies are dealing with and 

aiming to improve year by year to give them an edge over their competitors. The Switch, 

too, is aiming to achieve the same. One way to deal with the issues mentioned above is 

ensuring compliance with management system standards. Management system standards 

can help improve certain functions to the required level. All The Switch’s production 

facilities are fully compliant with the ISO 9001 standard, which is implemented as part of 

the integrated management system (IMS) of The Switch. The next goal is to achieve 

compliance to the ISO 14001 standard, while one future goal is to reach the OHSAS 18001 

standard. However, compliance with environmental management systems are the first 

priority. Stakeholders, especially customers, ask The Switch to have an environmental 

management system according to ISO 14001 standard. At the same time, some customers 
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have their own special requirements regarding environmental issues, which must also be 

taken into account when creating the operating model to implement management system 

standards. 

 

A part of environmental policy that The Switch is committed to is the continuous 

environmental improvement and sustainable development of environmental programs, 

objectives, management principles and performance indicators (Appendix 1). (The Switch 

2011) 

 

1.2 Production units 

 

The Switch consists of a headquarters located in Helsinki, four production units located in 

Lappeenranta, Vaasa, Hudson and Lu’an, and 11 offices located around the world. The 

Switch’s Lappeenranta, Finland unit is an electrical machines operation unit that designs 

and manufactures permanent magnet generators for wind power generation and marine 

power generation. Electrical machine units are also designed and manufactured, as well as 

high-speed solid rotor induction machines for industrial use. Typically, these high-speed 

machines are used to drive vacuum pumps in the pulp and paper industry. The production 

unit in Vaasa, Finland, is The Switch’s high-power converters operation unit. It is 

specialized in power electronics applications for distributed power generation, especially 

for utilizing alternative energy such as wind and sea power. Vaasa is also the final 

assembly site for production of the heaviest generators. The Switch’s unit in Hudson, New 

Hampshire, USA, is a controls and converters operation unit, which is specialized in 

DC/AC converters. (Lewing 2015, 4) 

 

1.3 Previous research, objectives of the study and research methods  

 

1.3.1 Previous research 

 

Sari Pikkarainen wrote her thesis at The Switch in 2011. The objective of the thesis was to 

investigate if the same systematics work used in China can also be used in Finland when 
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implementing management system standards according to ISO 14001. The study shows 

that the differences in legislation and in the local infrastructure makes the ISO 14001 

standard more location specific than the ISO 9001 standard. Pikkarainen states that if the 

organization has several environmental impacts, special requirements at local level or 

infrastructures that differ significantly between locations, the number of local procedures 

increases. So a copy-and-paste type of approach cannot automatically be used for the 

Switch’s different locations. (Pikkarainen 2011, 2)  

 

1.3.2 Objectives of the study 

 

The outcome of Pikkarainen’s (2011) thesis can be interpreted in such a way that there is a 

need for an operating model for the requirement implementation that can be modified as 

needed, and this is where this thesis steps in. The main objective of this study is to 

integrate an environmental management system (EMS), according to ISO 14001, to an 

existing ISO 9001-certified quality management system (QMS), which is a part of the 

management system of The Switch.  

 

During this study the integration of the ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 management 

system standards, according to the operating model, is intended to be executed in the 

Lappeenranta unit. Later on, it can be implemented at The Switch’s other units. The 

executed management system standard integration and implementation in Lappeenranta 

aims to be repeatable and trendsetting, which makes it possible to use the same model 

when expanding the integrated management system to other units at The Switch.  

 

The research questions of this study are: 

 How to integrate ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 requirements? 

 How to implement integrated management system standard requirements to the 

existing ISO 9001:2008 compliant management system? 

 

1.3.3 Research methods  
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This study is carried out mostly as an action research. (Avison et al. 1999, 94) The study 

investigates how revised ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 standards can be implemented within 

the organization as an integrated part with the existing knowledge about management 

system standard integration. The integration method will be “management system standard 

integration” – an operating model developed by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO). The ISO’s operating model is presented in “The integrated use of 

management system standards” (2008). The phases of this operating model will be 

implemented within the organization by the writer of this thesis, as well as relevant 

personnel from the organization. These relevant members of staff can vary depending on 

the phase of the operating model or the subject. 

 

1.4 Structure and limitations of the study 

 

This thesis can be separated into theoretical and empirical sections. In the theoretical part, 

management systems are examined in general as well as The Switch’s management 

system. As one purpose of this study is to integrate requirements according to ISO 14001 

standards with an existing management system that complies with the ISO 9001 standard 

requirements, the theory part compares similarities and differences of these two standards 

and examines management system standards on a more general level as well. The theory 

section also describes how the operating model for management system standard 

integration developed by ISO works on a general level. 

 

The empirical section of the study, in other words, the implementation phase, describes 

how knowledge from the theory phase is implemented in practice. The implementation 

phase looks into every step of how an operating model for management system standard 

integration is carried out in practice by the target company. The implementation phase also 

examines the similarities and integration potential of the ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 

9001:2015 management system standards, and how the existing management system 

processes of the target company is fulfilling the requirements of those standards.  
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2 MANAGEMENT SYSTEM & MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

STANDARDS 

 

2.1 Management system 

 

The set of procedures that an organization needs to follow in order to meet its objectives is 

known as a management system (ISO A 2015). Every organization has a management 

system, regardless of what kind of organization it is. An organization’s operational 

environment influences the design and implementation of the management system. The 

needs, objectives, products, services, processes and organizational structure also affect the 

management system. Management systems can be official or unofficial, and can be 

separated to several subsystems that can be managed relatively individually. In smaller 

organizations, there may not be a formal management system, but simply “the way of 

doing things” in every employee’s mind. Larger companies might have a need to document 

“how things are done” to ensure that everyone is aware of who does what.  (SFS-käsikirja 

823 2009, 5-7)  

 

Reasons for the need to have a documented and certified management system in an 

organization are, for example, customer requirements, company group requirements, 

concerns about the environment, getting satisfied customers, avoiding injuries, saving 

money and continuous improvement. A management system is an excellent way to plan, 

execute and make things known within the company, such as objectives, a business plan, 

environmental strategy or marketing plan. In many cases, the situation is that management 

system documents are stored in such a way that relevant people hardly know about their 

existence. Management systems, according to management system standards, give 

requirements related to documentation. So implementing such standards is a good way to 

make all employees operate in the same direction to achieve their objectives. (Eliasson 

2009, 4; SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 43) 
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As mentioned, an organization wants to achieve its objectives. This is basically the main 

purpose of any enterprise. To be competitive, an organization needs to achieve those 

objectives effectively. The effectiveness of an organization can be measured in multiple 

ways, such as income, profits, liquidity and more. To be successful in a sustained manner 

over a period of time, however, the organization should also focus on customer 

satisfaction, product quality, satisfaction of the personnel and environmental protection. 

All measurable quantities affect an organization’s performance. Figure 1 shows how 

management systems serve an organization as a tool in achieving objectives with good 

performance. (Villar 2012, 14) 

 

Objectives
Management 

system
Performance

Responsibilities (who)
Resources (what)
Methods (how)

  

 Figure 1. Management system as a tool to achieve objectives with good performance. (Villar 2012, 14) 

 

An essential part of the management system is the determination of responsibilities, 

resources and methods for each procedure, shown in Figure 1. In order to determine 

responsibilities, resources and methods for each procedure, as well as achieve their 

objectives, organizations have to identify those procedures and their related procedures. 

The set of procedures forms a management system and the relationships between 

procedures create the base of the management system. With this information about 

procedure relations, the organization can estimate in what different ways it has to combine 

all the elements into a single system, achieving its objectives more effectively and 

efficiently. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, s.34) 
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2.2 The Switch management system 

 

The Switch is led by a CEO and management team, as is defined in the organization chart 

that is published on the intranet and public internet pages. The management team meets 

regularly and some of the meetings have an agenda dedicated to defined issues, such as 

quality. The extended management team, which includes heads of regions, operational 

units, marketing and product management, as well as human resources and information 

technology services, meets quarterly.  (Lewing 2015, 4) 

 

The Switch management system is documented on the company’s intranet, known as 

SwitchON. SwitchON is a browser-based management system software, commercially 

available as IMS software. The IMS operating system is a software for operations 

development within an organization. The IMS operating system provides the opportunity 

to build a visual management system, which supports several management system 

standards. The main functionalities of the IMS operating system software are process 

characterization, document management, feedback processing and analysis, result 

measurements and compilation of manuals. (IMS 2015) 

 

In SwitchON, the management processes are primarily documented by flowcharts on 

several levels. Flowcharts are supported, when applicable, by verbal descriptions of 

responsibilities, methods and records. The process owner, process champion and process 

manager are defined for every management system process. The process owner is 

responsible for the strategic results of the process. The process champion is responsible for 

the daily development of and encouragement to operate according to the process in every 

unit of The Switch. The process champion also continuously improves the process and 

handles ongoing training. Process managers are operational managers in each unit, 

responsible for the process being executed timely and orderly. The main process of The 

Switch management system is presented in Figure 2, which works as an entry level to the 

whole operational system description. 
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Figure 2. The main process of The Switch management system. (SwitchON) 

 

2.3 Management system standards 

 

Internationally, the best-known standard provider and developer is the International 

Organization for Standardization, otherwise known as ISO. ISO is an independent, non-

governmental organization made up of members from the national standards bodies of 162 

countries. Different kinds of standards cover a wide range of subjects, from construction to 

nanotechnology and from energy management to health and safety. Standards provide the 

basis for people to share the same expectations about a product or service. The ISO 

organization was established in 1946. Since then, it has published over 20,500 international 

standards covering almost all aspects of technology and manufacturing. (ISO B 2015) 

 

One type of standard that the ISO provides and develops is a management system standard.  

Like the expression “management system” suggests, these standards create a framework 

for management systems. Management system standards provide a way to create organized 

and verifiable systems that can manage organizations. Management system standards are 

conceptual and general, but many organizations use management system standards to 

handle specific sections of the management system, such as quality and environmental 
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issues. Management system standards define a framework of what is required for an 

organization, but do not normally take a stand on how those requirements are fulfilled 

when they are implemented into the organization. Management standards handle certain 

requirements related to an organization’s strategy and operations, but also practical and 

employee-level requirements. These requirements can be, for example, preparation of an 

operational policy, documentation of records, as well as performance monitoring and 

measurement. The key point is that an organization can achieve its objectives and targets 

by applying management system standard requirements and auditing systematically. 

Because different standards have different requirements and objectives, organizations 

normally end up using management system standards separately and, in addition, 

implementation responsibility is often separated into individual operating sectors. In recent 

years, several management system standards have been developed, and their use has 

increased.  (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009,  47) 

 

Management system standards have identified requirements that are especially important 

for organizations due to potential risks to the organization. If an organization does not 

handle those risks, it might not to be able to fulfill the requirements of stakeholders or 

achieve its own objectives. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 39) Today, many companies face 

increased scrutiny of their efforts regarding quality and environmental activities, which 

leads to the need to develop those issues (Lupo 2016). Environmental management system 

standard ISO 14001 and quality management system standard ISO 9001 are, therefore, the 

most common management system standards. (ISO C 2015)  

 

2.4 Management system standard ISO 9001 

 

The ISO 9001 QMS standard is the world’s most recognized and widely adopted quality 

management standard, released by ISO in 1987. Its aim is to assist organizations in 

fulfilling the needs of their customers and stakeholders. (BSI 2015, 2). The most current 

edition is the ISO 9001:2015 series. The ISO 9001 standard belongs to the ISO 9000 

standard family, and it sets out the requirements of a quality management system. ISO 

9001 is the only standard in the ISO 9000 family that can be used as a criterion of 
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certification. In over 170 countries, over one million companies and organizations have 

been certified with ISO 9001. (ISO D, 2015). The ISO 9001 standard is based on certain 

quality management principles, which are: 

- customer focus 

- leadership 

- engagement of people 

- process approach 

- improvement 

- evidence-based approach to decision making 

- relationship management 

 

One starting point of the ISO 9001 standard is a process approach. The standard promotes 

the adoption of process approach when developing, implementing and improving the 

effectiveness of a QMS. ISO 9001 also introduces the PDCA cycle as a tool for how to 

achieve management of the processes and the system as a whole. The PDCA cycle in ISO 

9001:2015 is shown in Figure 3. (ISO 9001, 2015) This shows how all requirements that 

included clauses (from four to 10) can be grouped in relation to the PDCA cycle. 
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Figure 3. ISO 9001:2015 standard structure in the PDCA cycle. (ISO 9001 2015) 

 

As mentioned, The Switch is fully compliant with the ISO 9001 standard. The applied 

quality standard is ISO 9001:2008. DNVGL has audited the quality system and issued a 

certificate. Implementation of the ISO 9001 standard started at 2008 in the Finnish units. In 

2009, the quality system was expanded to the company’s USA controls and converters 

unit, in 2010 to the Lu’an factory, and in 2011 to the Beijing and Hangzhou offices. 

Therefore, all The Switch’s engineering, sourcing, production and after-sales units are 

covered with ISO 9001 certification. (Lewing 2015, 6) 

 

2.5 Differences between ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 9001:2015 

 

One of the most obvious differences between the 9001:2008 and 9001:2015 versions is the 

structure. The new 9001:2015 standard version has a so-called Appendix SL structure that 

consists of seven operational clauses, while the old version had five. This new structure is 

also applied in other ISO management system standards, which makes it easier to use 

multiple standards as integrated. This new revision of ISO 9001 also highlights risk-based 

thinking, organizational risks and opportunities more than in the old version. (ISO F 2015). 

A more detailed comparison of the ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 9001:2015 management 

system standard requirements is presented in Attachment 5. There are also detailed 

comments in every clause and subclause according to the ISO 9001:2015 structure about 

similarities and differences in those versions.  

 

2.6 Management system standard ISO 14001 

 

ISO 14001 is one of the world’s most widely used environmental management system 

standards. The first ISO 14001 standard was published in 1996, a revised version was 

published in 2004 and the most current one in 2015. ISO 14001 gives generic requirements 

for an environmental management system. The objective of ISO 14001 is to provide a 

framework for a holistic, strategic approach to identify, manage, monitor and control the 

organization’s environmental issues. Like all ISO management system standards, ISO 
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14001 includes the need for continual improvement of an organization’s systems and 

approach to environmental issues. The ISO 14001 standard can be implemented by a wide 

variety of organizations, regardless of their current level of environmental maturity. 

However, if the organization is committed to comply with obligations, it is possible to 

prevent pollution and to increase capacity to respond to emergencies. (ISO 14001 2015, 3-

6) 

 

Figure 4 shows how the framework introduced in the ISO 14001 standard could be 

integrated into a Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) model. The PDCA model is the underlying 

basis for the approach of an environmental management system. The PDCA model 

provides a method to achieve the continual improvement required by a standard in an 

iterative way. 

 

  

Figure 4. Relationship between the PDCA cycle and the framework of an ISO 14001 standard. (ISO 14001 

2015, 6)  

 

The standard consists of 10 clauses using the new structure compared with the 2004 

version, which is similar to the ISO 9001:2015 standard. The clauses are: 
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1. Scope 

2. Normative references 

3. Terms and definitions 

4. Context of the organization (P) 

5. Leadership (P, D, C, A) 

6. Planning (P) 

7. Support (D) 

8. Operation (D) 

9. Performance evaluation (C) 

10. Improvement (A) 

The relation between clauses and the PDCA cycle is marked at the end of the clauses. ISO 

14001:2015 requirements are included in the clauses from four to 10. In total, there are 180 

“shall” words in those clauses that indicate a requirement. Those requirements are listed 

and commented on in Appendix 1. (ISO 14001 2015) 

 

2.7 Integrated management system 

 

In recent years, an organization’s own requirements and stakeholder requirements have 

increased and, in many cases, these requirements can only be met by implementing a 

management system. Governments also apply quality, environmental and sustainability 

criteria, and organizations are forced to implement multiple management systems to stay in 

business. (ISO E 2015) Implementation of these standards is often a challenge for 

organizations. One approach is to implement all management system standards separately. 

With this operating model, the management system is not the most efficient possible. A 

more efficient way is to implement different management system standard requirements at 

the same time. Then the organization will consider the impacts of different standards and 

requirements for many functions simultaneously, which is the base of an integrated 

management system. In other words, IMS is basically a combination of an organization’s 

systems and processes, putting all the internal management practices into one system but 

not as separate components. An IMS enables an organization to work as a single unit with 

unified objectives (Figure 5). 
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ISO 9001

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

REQUIREMENTS

ISO 14001

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

IMS

 

Figure 5. Integrated management system as a combination of QMS, EMS and management system 

requirements. 

 

Figure 5 presents how an integrated management system is formed in a target company. A 

result of the integrated system in a target organization is a single management system that 

complies with the requirements of ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and the existing management 

system. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 63-64) 

 

The implementation of those standards is often a challenging task for organizations. Every 

existing set of management system standards, for example ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 

OHSAS 18001, contain proceedings on how to place and implement objectives and targets. 

In the worst-case scenario, the organization will separately describe how its quality, 

environmental, health and safety, and business objectives are determined and implemented. 

 

At the same time as determining business objectives and targets, the quality, 

environmental, health & safety (QEHS) objectives are also handled in an integrated 

management system. Integrated objectives can be determined according to Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Formation of integrated objectives (Voutilainen, Ritola, Moisio 2001, 37) 

 

ISO has introduced an operating model that enables management system standard 

requirement integration into an existing management system, as shown in “The integrated 

use of management system standards (2008)”. This operating model is presented in Figure 

7.  
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Figure 7. Operating model for integrating management system standard requirements into existing 

management systems. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 65) 

 

This ISO’s operating model fits for this study because it does not matter if the organization 

has already implemented standards or how many standards the organization is going to 

implement. The operating model provides guidelines that each organization can apply in a 

suitable way for itself. The implementation of the operating model stages will be explained 

in a more detailed way below. Different organizations have different ways of executing 

these steps of an operating model.  

 

Managing integration 

 

In the first phase, the senior management of the organization needs to make a decision on 

how to use the integrated system and how to integrate it. When determining how to 

integrate, the senior management should take into account the standard requirements the 

organization has previously carried out, as well as the existing management system. When 

making this decision, evidence of the need for integration, risks and opportunities, as well 

as the direction of the integration should be considered. The scope of the integration should 

also be decided before moving to the next phase of integration. The following list presents 

typical integration management phases in an organization. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 66-67) 

 

- Decision to implement an integrated operating model 

- Decision on how to integrate: Previously carried out standard requirements as well 

as the management system, or only the management system 

o Argumentation (evidence of the need for integration) 

o Risks (benefits versus disadvantages) 

o Direction (decision on operating principles made) 

- Operating principles that guide the integration 

- The scope of integration has to be decided 
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Selection of integrated systems and requirements 

 

After determining the scope of integration, the organization has to define more precisely 

what the goals of the integrated system are and how closely integration is to be carried out 

in each case. The organization has to consider factors that might affect the integrated 

system, for example, customer requirements, internal needs or regulations. Determination 

should specify which hierarchy levels, products and locations are affected by the integrated 

system. The organization should also define what the resources are and what the schedule 

should be to carry out the planned integration. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 78-80) 

 

Planning of integration 

 

When the organization has determined the goals of the integrated system, it needs to plan 

the integration. There are multiple ways to succeed in integration. Case studies show that 

the project-style approach is one effective way. Typical project-style approaches can 

include the following factors: 

 

- Who leads the process? 

- Who are members of the working group? 

- What other resources are needed? 

- Which workers and workplaces are affected? 

- What do they need to do? 

- When will they start? 

- When will they stop? 

- How to ensure the flow of information? (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 83-85) 

 

Structuring management systems 

 

When determining parallels in management system standards and management systems, 

the first step to be taken is to review the relations between different processes, resources 

and objectives of the organization. The goal is to understand how the product realization 

processes are related to support processes, customer demands and other stakeholders. An 
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understanding of these relations makes it possible to implement management system 

standard requirements to the management system. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 90-91) 

 

Structuring management system standard requirements 

 

In this phase, the organization has to analyze its chosen management system standard 

requirements. This means that the organization has to identify what management system 

standards should be included in the integrated management system. The decision can be 

affected, for example, by customer requirements, internal needs or regulations. 

 

The chosen management system standards should be analyzed by comparing new 

management system standards among themselves, as well as their requirements on existing 

requirements that are included in the management systems. This will identify similarities 

among all three. This analysis is also one way to ensure maximum benefit from the 

integrated system. After this analysis, the harmonization method can be determined. The 

harmonization method defines how to integrate requirements that have the same goal but 

different content. The organization also has to determine how to implement standard-

specific requirements with the management system. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 97-99) 

 

Allocating management system standard requirements to the management system 

 

The challenge is to understand how management system standard requirements fit to 

existing management systems and how to create extra value for the organization when 

modifying management systems according to management system standards. The 

organization needs to analyze management system standard requirements according to 

management system processes, resources and targets. This analysis can be executed by 

requirement allocation, which means that standard requirements are allocated to 

management system processes. Requirement allocation prevents the formation of the 

separated standard-specific systems in an organization and reduces any unnecessary 

overlapping, as well as increasing the effect of integration. 
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The organization can identify similarities in the management system standard requirements 

by checking existing processes that already fulfill the requirements. They could also check 

if it is possible to deal with requirements by modifying existing processes, or do 

management system standard requirements demand new processes? There is also the need 

to observe integration opportunities of the requirements, as well as the need to create an 

operating model for requirement allocation. Requirement allocation can be carried out, for 

example, by a matrix model. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 102-105) 

 

Implementing management system standard requirements with the management 

system 

 

This phase demands identification of connectivity between management system standard 

requirements and existing management systems, as well as identification of how the 

requirements affect the processes, resources and goals. Forming an understanding of the 

processes or procedures, as well as how well they comply with the requirements, is needed 

to ensure that the integration potential can be identified as much as possible. (SFS-käsikirja 

823 2009, 112) 

 

Gap analysis 

 

After identifying processes related to the management system standard requirements, it is 

essential to determine if the processes are fulfilling those requirements. A good tool for 

that purpose is the gap analysis. The requirements of multiple management system 

standards can be handled at the same time. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 114) 

 

Gap analysis can be carried out in different ways. Typically, gap analysis phases are 

similar to management system audit processes or self-evaluation processes, including the 

understanding and identification of management system standard requirements, collecting 

and verifying evidence that indicates conformity or abnormalities, and comparing gap 

analysis findings to the requirements. One way to carry out gap analysis is to use a matrix 

created in the requirement allocation phase. It can be used as the basis for gap analysis. 

Compliance of the processes that result from the allocation phase can be estimated to 
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identify possible needed actions, resources and a scheduled plan for correcting gaps. Other 

results from the gap analysis can be: 

 

- Complete gap analysis matrix 

- The list of analyzed requirements of management system standard requirements 

- Examined processes, procedures and guidelines 

- Reviewed procedure 

- Interviewed personnel 

- Positive and negative findings (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 112-115) 

 

Correcting gaps 

 

After gap identification, the organization needs to determine and have a consensus about 

gaps and their importance, as well as a plan to correct them. That consensus allows the 

organization to establish a “corrective action plan” including objectives, targets and 

indicators. Actions to be taken, for example, can be the development of processes or 

procedures, as well as education and training. When the follow-up of gap analysis actions 

is finished, all procedures, guidelines and practices of the matrix need to demonstrate 

conformity. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 122-123) 

 

Operating model for correcting gaps: 

There are two kinds of gaps 

a) Requirement deviation 

b) Absence of the process or procedures that fulfill requirements 

Typical steps in gap correction 

- Defining the problem: Focus on handling the problem of the system, not its 

symptoms  

- Limitation: The purpose is to control symptoms and prevent the problem from 

affecting customers or other stakeholders 

- Root cause analysis: Study which system failure caused the problem 

- Corrective action: Changes in the system should be included in the corrective 

actions, for example, a product or process design change 
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- Preventive action: The targets are future activities or other systems that can be 

affected by the same root cause 

- Verification: Examine whether the above steps are taken and whether they are 

maintained over a certain period 

 

Ensuring correction of the gaps 

 

If the organization detects problems through management system indicators and then reacts 

to those problems with corrective action, that action needs to be followed up to ensure 

effectiveness. The organization can ensure effectiveness, efficiency and thoroughness of 

the actions (such as corrective actions) through an internal audit or self-assessment.  (SFS-

käsikirja 823 2009, 129-130) 

 

Maintenance and improvement of an integrated system 

 

An integrated system must be maintained and changed in such a way that the target can be 

achieved and the system can be continuously improved. There are multiple ways to ensure 

system maintenance and improvement of the management system, but the following issues 

play an important role when talking about integrated management system improvement 

and maintenance. The organization must be aware of new and changing requirements that 

customers and other stakeholders, or external parties, such as regulators, international 

organizations and non-governmental organizations, as well as other bodies, set. 

Understanding the effects of changes and their inclusion in management processes and 

procedures is essential in order to maintain system effectiveness. The organization has to 

ensure that the integrated management system remains united and that all corrective 

actions are stable and successful. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 132-134) 

 

Applying findings to the organization 

 

After the whole management system integration process is finished, the organization gains 

knowledge about the positive and negative issues identified during the integration process. 

After the integration process, for example, the organization knows which actions are 
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related to management system integration, maintenance and improvement, and how they 

can be implemented smoothly at different levels of the organization. Potential problems in 

management system integration are resistance to change, competence and a different 

working culture. The knowledge gained from integration processes can be used, for 

example, when adding new requirements to the management system. (SFS-käsikirja 823 

2009, 140-141) 

  

2.7.1 Benefits of an integrated management system 

 

Integrated management systems and the integrated use of management system standards 

offer certain advantages to the organization when assessing where they are going and 

implementing two separate management system standards. The main advantages are: 

 

- Evolving organizational capabilities to implement new requirements by systematic 

processes 

- Reducing overlapping  

- Operating model harmonization 

- Optimization of processes and resources 

- Reducing standard-related system maintenance 

- Integration of audits 

- Facilitating decision-making 

 

After integrating several management system standards, the organization can use one 

integrated procedure, such as document management, integrated management reviews, 

integrated internal audits or communication. An integrated operating model helps to 

harmonize and simplify the management system and makes it more understandable to the 

personnel. Harmonization and simplicity are reflected in decision-making, when 

communicating policies, setting organizational priorities, implementing processes and 

procedures, executing practices, utilizing resources, as well as in measurements and 

monitoring. Extra value to the organization can be created by effective and flexible 

processes that are able to adapt to changes and new requirements, thereby reducing the 

bureaucracy caused by changes. The use of resources can be optimized as they have been 
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directed to process execution and create extra value, rather than maintain the system. There 

is also no need to maintain several procedures and systems for similar requirements. 

Organizations can integrate internal audits because the requirements that are handling 

internal audits are similar, which reduces work interruptions and auditing days. Internal 

audits can also provide more comprehensible results and, therefore, can be more effective 

with process relations being clearer to understand. Reduced duplication and increased 

consistency give a better picture about functional needs and business efficiency. Overall, 

the integrated management system provides a more holistic approach to business 

processes, which can fulfill customer and other important stakeholder requirements more 

effectively than separated systems. (SFS-käsikirja 823 2009, 70-77) 

 

2.7.2 Integrating ISO 14001 with ISO 9001 

 

Organizations may feel they are operating effectively – and that there is no need for the 

integration of quality and environmental management systems or that integration does 

nothing more than create unnecessary paperwork. When these organizations begin to 

integrate their systems, they may find that many procedures required by EMS already exist 

as part of QMS and the ability to use QMS requirements actually reduces paperwork. An 

integrated system can be more demanding than necessary, as in some cases, organizations 

overreact to the requirements. This might create the impression that an integrated 

management system is a so-called “paper-creating” system. (Block 1999, 41) 

 

Typically, organizations that want to expand their management system to cover ISO 14001 

standard requirements already have a mature management system in place. (Block 1999, 1) 

This situation is ideal for the use of an integrated operating model since those standards 

include many convergent requirements. Common elements of both standards can be 

implemented in a shared manner without unnecessary duplication. In practical terms, this 

means that companies will be able to implement common standard elements without 

having to implement seemingly different elements. In the latest revision of ISO 9001 and 

ISO 14001, the International Organization of Standardization has presented a new 

harmonized structure for management system standards called Annex SL. This harmonized 
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Annex SL structure encourages and promotes organizations to handle these standards as 

being integrated.  (ISO 9001 2015) 

 

 

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM 

 

The third section of this study examines how the theory about the integrated management 

system implementation is transferred to the target organization in practice. This section 

follows the structure from the operating model presented in paragraph 2.7. It is important 

to remember that the following system implementation takes into account all of the 

relevant circumstances of the organization, meaning this model cannot necessarily be 

applied to other cases. 

 

3.1 Integration management 

 

The driving force behind using ISO 14001 in addition to ISO 9001 comes from customers. 

The aim is also to achieve more information about the environmental impacts of the 

product by key process indicators. The existing ISO 9001:2008 compliant management 

system is intended to be an upgrade to cover ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 

requirements by the end of 2017. 

 

The Switch has a mature management system that is used as the basis when implementing 

an environmental management system. Based on the theoretical background described in 

the first section, the most effective way to implement ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 

requirements is the integrated use of management system standards, since ISO 9001 must 

be updated anyway. In addition, this approach can be used if the management system is 

intended to expand its coverage to other management system standard requirements as 

well. Where possible, the new requirements are to be included in the existing processes, 

minimizing the need for new processes. The aim is to implement the most effective 

processes, which include the requirements and standards necessary for key process 
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indicators, without the origin of the requirements or measures being specified. The 

ideology is therefore that the indicators measure the effectiveness of the process, not the 

effects on the environment or quality. 

 

The integrated management system must comply with The Switch’s values as well as the 

parent company Yaskawa’s strategy. Since The Switch’s values focus on positive change 

and cutting-edge technology, the integrated management system should also be presented 

in the same manner. The plan is to take into account business considerations and use the 

opportunity to demonstrate the “goodness” of the company’s operations to stakeholders. 

The above-mentioned facts support the choice of an integrated management system and 

not, for example, the implementation of two stand-alone systems.  

 

The Switch belongs to the Clean Power Division in accordance with Yaskawa’s strategy. 

Yaskawa’s strategy for the Clean Power Division is presented in Figure 8. The strategy is 

divided into three sectors: energy creation, energy storage and energy application. At this 

moment, The Switch belongs to the “energy creation” and “energy application” sectors. A 

reduction in environmental impact is the target for every sector.  

 

 

Figure 8. Yaskawa’s strategy for its Clean Power Division. (The Switch 2015 D) 
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One approach to consider for integrated system implementation is the True Value method, 

developed by KPMG, which is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9. The True Value method by KPMG (KPMG 2015) 

 

The main idea of KPMG’s True Value method is to calculate the value produced for the 

community by identifying an organization’s most significant externalities and then 

expressing those externalities in economic terms. In this case, the externalities are 

economic, social and environmental. This method supports the idea of a cutting-edge 

approach, and the model also takes business aspects into account.  

 

KPMG’s True Value method takes into account the negative and positive sides of 

economic, social and environmental aspects, as well as factual earnings, which results in a 

true value index. The positive outcome of the economic aspect could be paid taxes, wages 
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paid to workers, stakeholder dividends and loan interest, while negative ones could be 

corruption and avoided taxes. Positive outcomes of the social aspect could be the provision 

of infrastructure, healthcare or educational benefits to society, while negative ones could 

be low wages, negative health and safety impacts, as well as damage to social health 

through pollution. Positive outcomes of the environmental aspects could be renewable 

energy, land stewardship and recycling, while negative ones could be greenhouse gases 

and energy use, waste, ecosystem damage and use of water and raw materials. 

 

The way that health and safety along with environmental and quality externalities can be 

carried out at The Switch fall under the True Value method presented in Figure 10. In this 

case, we only focus on quality and environmental aspects, but later on this system can be 

expanded to also cover health and safety aspects. 

 

TRUE VALUE

EQHS

 EXTERNALITIES
SOCIAL EXTERNALITIES

ECONOMIC 

EXTERNALITIES

ENERGY 

”CREATION”

ENERGY  

”APPLICATION”

ENERGY  

”OPERATIONS”

Clean Power 

Across the 

World

Environmentally 

Innovative 

Applications

Minimizing 

environmental 

impact of 

operations

KPI KPI KPI KPI KPI KPI

Yaskawa strategic targets

 

Figure 10. True Value achievement tree at The Switch 

 

EQHS externalities are divided into three parts and three levels in accordance with the 

strategy model of Yaskawa. The first level under environmental externalities includes 

energy creation, application and operations, so the whole operational part of The Switch is 

covered. The energy creation sector covers applications for the wind power industry. The 

energy application sector covers applications for the marine and high-speed industry. And 
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the energy operations sector covers every operational work phase. The next level contains 

environmental objectives for each upper section, and the last level offers indicators for 

monitoring fulfillment of the set objectives. 

 

3.2 Selection of integrated systems and requirements 

 

The first scope of the integrated management system implementation is operations and 

processes related to PM 1500. PM 1500 is a permanent magnet generator and the most 

important product of The Switch at the moment. Parts of the PM 1500 are produced at the 

Lappeenranta factory and the final assembly is done at the Vaasa factory, This means that 

implementation of the system will be carried out first at the Finnish production units. Later,  

the ISO 14001 standard requirements will be extended to cover all functions. As 

mentioned, the aim is to integrate the ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 requirements 

and to implement the integrated requirements within the management system.  

 

The starting point for comparison was that, if requirements are not standard specific, 

integration should be implemented according to stricter standard requirements to ensure 

compliance of both standards. A second starting point was that integration should be 

implemented as efficiently as possible, which means that similar standard requirements 

should be implemented and integrated if rational. Furthermore, when implementing 

requirements, existing processes should be used where possible. If requirements cannot be 

implemented within the existing processes, then a new process or process parts should be 

considered, taking into account that processes should be as efficient as possible, which is 

also the third starting point.  

 

3.3 Integration planning  

 

The purpose of implementing the integrated management system is based on customer 

demand. The Switch will need a management system according to ISO 14001 

environmental management system standard requirements. This is because it needs to 
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update its management system to comply with the revised ISO 9001 quality management 

system standard. As the deadline of the ISO 9001 update is at the end of 2017, the same 

deadline was also set for ISO 14001 compliance. This means it is possible to kill two birds 

with one stone, since the certification audit can be done at the same time. 

 

On a management team level, the person with the most responsibility for the project is the 

Chief Financial Officer, who also leads the project and ensures that adequate resources are 

available. The working group for implementation and integration of the management 

standard requirements consist of the quality manager and quality and environmental 

trainee. Requirements will be implemented through the organization’s management system 

processes, which ensure the flow of information among the relevant personnel. Actual 

practical actions related to requirement implementation are carried out by the process 

owners. 

 

3.4 Integrating management system requirements within the management 

system 

 

The following section focuses on the structuring of the organization’s management system, 

as well as the requirements of selected standards into a form that makes it easy to 

implement requirements desired into the management systems in the most efficient way. 

Management system standards are first analyzed individually, then compared with each 

other and finally compared with the company’s management system.  

 

3.4.1 Structuring the management system 

 

As stated in paragraph 2.2, The Switch has a mature management system that is described 

in the IMS software on The Switch’s intranet, using flowcharts to illustrate the process 

network. Product realization processes are also a good starting point for the integration of 

the management system standard requirements because the product realization processes 

comprise the basis of the management system. As an example, one of The Switch’s most 

important processes is the product creating process (PCP), which is described in Appendix 
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2. The PCP is one of the most important processes because the business idea of The Switch 

is to offer a product based on the specific needs of each client. The PCP visualizes how 

tasks and responsibilities of a project are related to different product-creation phases, as 

well as how the PCP serves the customer management process. All the main processes of 

The Switch are carried out by following a similar structure, which creates good conditions 

to modify the management system so there is no need to make significant changes. 

 

3.4.2 Structuring requirements of the management system standards 

 

The first implemented phase related to the management standard structuring was the 

requirement identification from the ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 management 

system standards. In practice, identification of the requirements was carried out by listing 

all requirements to the matrix by sequences of the standards. Some of the requirements 

were also commented on to make it easier to understand the practical approach of the 

standard or relation to other clauses of the standard. Matrices are presented in Appendix 1 

and Appendix 2. With the help of these attachments, the organization can have a better 

overall picture of the standard requirements. These requirements are also more readable 

when there is no need to search for requirements from the official standard. These 

attachments are also used in the next phases of comparing standard requirements with each 

other and the organization’s management system.  

 

After the detailed structuring of the management system standards, the management 

system standard requirements were compared with the ISO 9001:2008 that was already 

included in the management system. This comparison is presented in Appendix 5, as 

mentioned in the paragraph 2.5. The comparison has also been carried out with the matrix 

model in accordance with the ISO 9001:2015 standard structure. The ISO 9001:2015 

structure was selected because both ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 follow the same 

structure. Compared clauses are marked with color coding to indicate the similarity of the 

requirements in each clause. The color coding helps the organization to recognize which 

clauses need more attention. Clauses are also commented on to define in detail what are the 

differences and similarities between the standards. Comparison of ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 

9001:2015 is very important for the target organization to understand which of the 
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requirements are already implemented within the management system and what still needs 

to be done in order to achieve ISO 9001:2015 compliance.  

 

In the final structuring phase, requirements from ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 that 

are planned to be integrated within the management system have been compared. The 

comparison is carried out with a matrix that follows the so-called Annex SL structure, 

which is uniform to both standards. The differences and similarities between the standard 

requirements of each clause have received comments. The matrix also includes comments 

on how the integration of each clause can be carried out according to the integration 

planning phase 3.3. This aims at ensuring that the integration is done so that every 

requirement from both standards are followed and integration should be implemented as 

efficiently as possible. Clauses are marked with color coding, which indicates the 

similarities of the requirements as in Appendix 5. This comparison is presented in 

Appendix 4. An example from Appendix 4 is presented in Chart 1 below. Every clause or 

subclause from both standards are analyzed according to the Chart 1 model. 

 

Chart 1. Example from Appendix 4. Comparison of ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 

  Equivalent requirements 

   

 

  Similar purposes 

   

 

  Standard-specific requirements 

  

 

      

ISO 14001:2015 vs. ISO 9001:2015 Matrix 

Clause ISO 9001:2015 Clause ISO 

14001:2015 

Comments Integration 

4 Context of the 

organization 

4 Context of the 

organization 

    

4.1 Understanding the 

organization and its 

context 

4.1 Understanding 

the 

organization 

and its context 

According to 

both standards, 

the organization 

has to determine 

the external and 

internal subjects 

relevant to the 

Integrated 

implementation. 

Monitoring and 

reviewing 

information about 

these issues 

according to 
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aim of the 

organization and 

which ones are 

deemed to 

influence the 

intended 

outcomes of its 

QMS or EMS. 

tighter ISO 9001 

standard. 

 

With the help of Appendix 4 and Appendix 5, it is also possible to identify similarities 

between ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2015 standard requirements by first checking 

similarities between ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015, and then checking if the 

identified similar requirements are also included in the ISO 9001:2008 standard. Based on 

the above comparisons, the target organization gets a good understanding about similarities 

and differences between relevant management system standard requirements, with the 

result that it is possible to implement requirements as integrated. These comparisons also 

create a good starting point for requirement allocation to the management system when 

obtaining awareness about similarities between the requirements that are planned for 

implementation and ones that are already implemented. Information has also been obtained 

about requirements that are standard specific or otherwise hard to integrate. 

 

3.4.3 Allocating standard requirements to the management system 

 

At this point, information about similarities and differences between standards from the 

management system standard structuring phase can be utilized. Relevant requirements 

should be allocated to the organization’s main processes.  

 

In practice, there are a number of ways to implement this analysis, but in this case, it is 

carried out by a matrix model (an example about the use of matrix models is presented in 

Chart 2). The use of the matrix model is helpful in this case as it allows the organization to 

review the current state of the management system in accordance with all relevant 

management system standards. This same matrix will also be the basis for the gap analysis 

in the next phase. 
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Chart 2. Matrix model for requirement allocation. 

  Management system standard requirements 

  

ISO 14001:2015 

4.1 

ISO 14001:2015 

4.2 

ISO 14001:2015 

4.3 

Process 1       

Process 2       

Process 3       

….       

Process n       

 

The organization’s main processes were determined and marked in the columns, and 

management system standard clauses and subclauses are marked in the rows according to 

the example in Chart 2. This matrix model is implemented within all relevant standards 

individually so that the chart remains explicit. 

 

The matrix cells are marked with a color code where standard requirement and 

management system processes are related. In this case, “related” means that the standard 

requirement is addressed or should be expressed in that particular process in the 

management system. Process relations to the requirements and process conformity were 

assessed simultaneously in the matrix. The color coding indicates if the related process is 

compliant with the requirements, partially compliant with the requirements or deviates 

from the requirements. If the related process already includes the requirement, then the cell 

is marked in green. If the process is partially compliant with related requirements, then the 

cell is marked in yellow, and if the related process does not conform to requirements, then 

it is marked in red. There is also a grey color code for situations where the process needs to 

be taken into account when implementing the requirements. Related management system 

processes are also marked in the matrix by an IMS code. With the help of the IMS code, 

the organization knows exactly what process is meant. All filled matrices are presented in 

Appendix 6 and 7.  
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3.5 Implementing management system standard requirements within the 

management system 

 

When the structuring and allocation phase of the relevant management system standard 

requirements is completed, the implementation begins. To know what requirements the 

target organization has to implement within its management system, it is important to 

analyze what requirements are already fulfilled and what still needs to be done. A good 

tool for that is the gap analysis. After the organization has identified its gaps and the 

significance of the gaps, it can start to determine how gap correction can be carried out. 

After gap correction, the organization needs to ensure that the gaps are really corrected to 

achieve compliance with desired standard requirements. 

 

3.5.1 Gap analysis 

 

In practice, the requirement allocation phase and gap analysis were combined, so that the 

gap analysis was partially carried out in the requirement allocation phase in paragraph 

3.4.3. These phases were carried out together to reduce separated matrices and to ensure 

that the information is easily available. The combined implementation of these phases is 

also justified because the relation between management system processes and requirements 

from management system standards works as input data for the gap analysis, as  mentioned 

in paragraph 2.7. In addition to the combined implementation of requirements and gap 

analysis, the management system standard requirements from ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 

9001:2015 were handled side by side, which reduced work because the integrated 

Appendix SL structure partially allowed the use of a copy-and-paste type of approach.   

 

After the requirement allocation phase’s partially completed gap analysis, it was 

supplemented with information about exact standard requirements. Color-coded cells were 

commented on in the comment box to define the exact requirements from management 

system standards that should be implemented to that process. Commentary was carried out 

with the help of requirement numbering from the management system standard structuring 

matrices (Appendix 1 and 2).   
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As a result of the combined requirement allocation and gap analysis, the target 

organization gained knowledge about the relation of processes and management system 

standard requirements. Now the organization is aware of which parts of the requirements 

are met in any given process and what requirements must still be met before achieving ISO 

14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 compliance. Full gap analysis matrices are presented in 

Appendix 6 and 7. 

 

3.5.2 Correcting gaps 

 

The result of the gap analysis is that there is a significant amount of gaps to be corrected. A 

large number of gaps are due to the launch of the new management system standard and 

because of the new requirements from a revised version of the current standard. So most of 

the gaps are due to a lack of processes or process parts. These gaps can therefore be fairly 

easily corrected by updating or creating processes. 

 

The gap analysis matrix also works as a kind of corrective action plan, so there is no need 

to do a separate corrective action plan. Information obtained about parts of the 

management system that require upgrades, as well as the extent of the gaps from the gap 

analysis, are used for the benefit of the gap correction phase. Also, congruent gaps can be 

detected when comparing gap analyses from both standards side by side, so it is possible to 

do corrective actions in an integrated manner.  

 

The quality director and the quality and environmental trainee have the main responsibility 

for making the corrective actions to the management system. If the gap is caused by a lack 

of processes or process parts, the corrective action can simply be implemented within the 

existing processes of the management system. Corrective action can be, for example, an 

update of the process parts or the whole process, or an update of the procedure or a whole 

new procedure. Whole new processes can also be determined, if necessary. 

 

Corrective actions allocated to the management system processes are actually modification 

suggestions to the process owners. Process owners make the final decision about the 

implementation method and need of the requirements to the process. Process owners are 
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also responsible for the implementation of requirements in practice. Therefore, in this 

phase, a common understanding of the impacts of the requirements on the processes is 

attained among relevant personnel.   

 

If the gap is caused in such a way that the requirements of the standard have already been 

implemented in the system, but a deviation detected, the deviation can be handled by the 

CAPA system within the target organization. With the help of CAPA, it is possible to 

understand why the requirement has not been complied with and, if necessary, the root 

cause of the deviation can also be identified. Finally, corrective and preventive actions for 

the deviation are determined. The gap analysis matrix can also be used to assist in the 

monitoring of the progress of corrective actions. When deviations are corrected, the red-

marked cells in the matrix can be changed to comply with the requirement by changing the 

color of the cell to green. 

 

3.5.3 Ensuring gap correction 

 

Follow-up internal audits plan to ensure the correction of the gaps. Internal audits can be 

carried out with the help of a requirement structuring matrix of a relevant standard. Each 

requirement of the standard will be reviewed and examined so the management system 

complies with them. Detected deviations can be handled through the CAPA system. 

 

3.6 Maintenance and improvement of the integrated system 

 

Maintenance of the integrated system in the target organization is mainly ensured by 

defining certain triggers for the management system that are triggering maintenance 

actions in addition to continuous monitoring. These triggers are defined in accordance to 

the management system standards. The integrated system needs to be reviewed, for 

example, when there is a change in the circumstances of services, products or customer 

requirements. In addition to triggers, it is important to determine the minimum frequency 

to review the integrated system. At this point, the minimum frequency was determined to 

be two years. Other possible updating actions in the target organization are management 
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reviews, internal audits, external audits, trainings and monitoring of key process indicators 

and changes to them, if necessary. 

3.7 Applying the findings to the organization 

 

After the implementation of all relevant requirements, the organization has to ensure that 

all relevant persons in the organization are aware of how to operate according to 

requirements in their own work. For example, the technical staff and engineers of the target 

company are generally not aware about the requirements from management system 

standards, even though the projects are affecting the environment. Awareness can be 

increased by communication and education activities in the target company. After the 

integrated system becomes familiar on the basis of the results provided by defined 

indicators, it is possible to determine if the integrated system needs improvements so it can 

achieve the desired targets.  
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4 RESULTS 

 

This study gives information on how the requirements of the management system 

standards ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 should be integrated and how requirements 

can be implemented in a target company. During this study, knowledge was provided 

about strategic starting factors, requirements to be integrated, the way that these 

requirements should be integrated and implementation schedules. These factors should be 

taken into account when designing the system. Knowledge was also provided about the 

integration potential of relevant standard requirements and about requirements that are 

related to the most important processes of the target organization.  

 

It became clear that the organization needs to act in accordance with the requirements of 

both ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 standards. This is due to stakeholder demands 

when the starting points of the integrated system were examined. Because of this, it is 

beneficial to implement requirements from both standards as integrated. As the upgrade of 

certification on the existing management system standard needs to be done by the end of 

2017, this is also the case for an integrated system schedule. Therefore, it is possible to do 

internal audits and certification audits at the same time. 

 

When the starting points of the integrated system implementation were observed in the 

integration management phase of the operating model, it was found that Yaskawa’s 

strategy, as the parent company, as well as The Switch’s own values, should be taken into 

account when setting up the integrated management system. This is in addition to customer 

requirements. Key process indicators related to the integrated system proved to be 

indicators of the effectiveness of an organization’s business processes, which can 

demonstrate the development of the activities from a marketing perspective. Management 

team members and other members of staff as well participated in the planning process of 

these starting points. Moreover, the starting points were presented to the management team 

and approved by it. 
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When taking into account the construction and development of the integrated system in the 

organization and the research questions of this study, the most important results were 

obtained in the operating model phases that examined the integration and implementation 

of the requirements of the relevant management system standards according to the existing 

management system. The examinations mentioned were handled in paragraphs 3.4 and 

3.5.1 of this study.  

 

Section 3.4 was carried out by listing and numbering all requirements of the ISO 

9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 standards into the matrix. In addition, the compatibility of 

the requirements was examined in comparative matrices, which provided information 

about the similarities of the requirements. As a result of all these matrices, information was 

obtained about all the requirements to be monitored and possible overlaps between the 

requirements of the standards intended to implement as well as between the requirements 

already included in the management system. These matrices are available in Annex 5, 6 

and 7. It can be observed from the tables that the requirements of the ISO 9001:2008 and 

ISO 9001:2015 standards are very similar. There are about 10% completely new 

requirements in the ISO 9001:2015 version when compared with old versions, and similar 

or same subject-oriented requirements are about 60%. There are about 10% similar 

requirements in ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 standards, while requirements which 

have the same kind of purpose cover about 40% of the requirements. Therefore, standard-

specific requirements cover about 50% of all relevant requirements.  

 

Chapter 3.5.1 investigated how the requirements of the ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 

9001:2015 standards are met in an organization’s processes. The investigation was carried 

out by gap analysis. Chart 3 presented the results of the gap analysis when comparing the 

ISO 9001:2015 requirements with the main processes of the target organization. The Y-

axis of the table indicates the number of related clauses of the ISO 9001:2015 standard, 

and the X-axis includes all the main processes of the organization. The question of how 

many standard clauses are affecting the particular process can be observed from Table 3 as 

well as the requirements taken into account in those processes. Red indicates that the 

requirement is not taken into account. Yellow indicates that the requirement is taken partly 

into account. Green indicates that the requirements have been met. And grey indicates that 
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the requirements have been identified as possibly relate to the process, but compliance is 

inconclusive and requires further clarification. 

  

Chart 3. Functions related to ISO 14001:2015 requirements 

 

 

It can be seen from Chart 3 that the ISO 9001:2015 standard requirements have been 

largely met in the organization’s processes. This is due to the fact that the target 

organization acts in accordance with the requirements of the ISO 9001:2008 standard. And, 

as can be seen from Annex 5, most of the requirements of the ISO 9001:2008 standard 

have remained the same or broadly similar to the 2015 revised standard. Three processes 

are causing deviations according to ISO 9001:2015 standard requirements and four 

processes are causing partial deviations. It can also be seen from Chart 3 that the product 

creation process, agile manufacturing, improvement and feedback, as well as vision and 

strategy, have been most affected by the standard requirements.  

 

Below, Chart 4 presents how many organization processes are affected by particular 

clauses from the ISO 9001:2015 standard. This chart helps organizations to understand 

which clauses are especially important when aiming for the achievement of conformity. 
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The Y-axis presents the number of affected processes by clauses, and the X-axis shows the 

number of the standard clause. In the same way as in the previous table, the compliance of 

the standard requirements is marked with colors. It is important to remember that the 

standard clauses can contain a number of different requirements and they can affect many 

different processes at the same time. This overlapping causes target organizations to have 

30 main processes as a whole, and the requirements of the standards can seemingly affect 

more than 30 processes simultaneously. 

 

Chart 4. Processes affected by ISO 9001:2015 standard clauses 

 

 

Chart 4 shows the requirements from clauses 4.4: The quality management system and its 

processes, and 5.1, leadership and commitment, are affecting the organization’s processes 

the most. This is due to the fact that the particular requirements of these clauses have been 

determined to cover all organizational processes in the gap analysis due to the nature of the 

requirements. Standard clause 4.4 requires that all necessary processes for the quality 

management system in the whole organization be determined. Clause 5.1 deals with senior 

management commitment, which was also interpreted to apply to all processes.   

 

As observed from Chart 3, chart 4 also shows that most of the standard clauses are 

compiled because the organization acts in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 standard 

requirements. Apparently, the greatest deviation is caused by requirements from clause 4.4. 

In practice, the issue is only related to two separate requirements, but because the 
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processes do not conform, those particular requirements are determined to cover all 

organizational processes. That is why clause 4.4 seemingly causes the largest deviation. A 

similar situation occurs with the requirements of clause 5.1. Some of the requirements 

from clause 5.1 are determined to cover all organizational processes, as well as when those 

requirements are only partially fulfilled.    

 

The next Chart 5 corresponds to Chart 3, but here the chart analysis is done by comparing 

the ISO 14001:2015 standard requirements to the main processes of the organization. Chart 

5 shows that the majority of processes related to the standard requirements are identified, 

but there is no exact information about the compliance at this stage. As shown in Chart 5, it 

was observed during the gap analysis that some of the processes conform to the 

requirements or partially conform to the requirements. It can also be observed from Chart 5 

that the requirements of the ISO 14001 standard contributed to the fact that most processes 

improved. Vision and strategy were two other contributing factors. 

 

Chart 5. Functions related to ISO 14001:2015 requirements 
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Chart 6, below, is similar to Table 4, but it describes how many processes of the target 

organization are affected by the requirements of the ISO 14001:2015 standard. The table 

shows that the requirements in standard clauses 4.4, 5.1, 8.1 and 9.1 affect the largest 

number of organizational processes. Clauses 4.4 and 5.1 affect a large number of different 

processes for the same reason as the same clauses from the ISO 9001:2015 standard case. 

The requirements in clauses 4.4 and 5.1 are both very similar to each other in both 

standards. The requirements from clause 8.1 affects the majority of the organizational 

processes. This is because the requirements state that the entire life cycle of the product or 

service in operation planning and operation control should be taken into account. In the 

gap analysis phase, the requirement was determined to affect all processes of the 

organization, where the life cycle of the product or service can be affected, which means 

almost every main process. The requirements from clause 9.1 also affect almost every 

main process of the organization because the requirements state that the level of 

environmental protection should be measured, monitored and evaluated. In the gap 

analysis stage, this was interpreted to apply to all processes in which it is possible to 

measure the level of environmental protection or environmental impact, which also means 

almost every process. Clause 6.1 can also be found to affect a greater average number of 

processes. Clause 6.1 deals with the environmental aspects, compliance obligations, risk 

and the opportunities of those mentioned, as well as actions or processes with which to 

manage these issues. These requirements are standard specific and essential requirements 

of the ISO 14001 standard. They affect many processes but do not comply with these 

requirements because the target organization has not previously acted in accordance with 

the ISO 14001 standard.  
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Chart 6. ISO 14001:2015 requirements related to functions of the target organization 
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5 DISCUSSION 

 

This research is about the integrated implementation of management system standard 

requirements within an existing management system in accordance with the operating 

model created by ISO, which can reached by the gap correction stage. This gap correction 

stage can be carried out in accordance with the gap analysis. On the basis of the gap 

analysis, it is possible to begin systematically correcting observed gaps in the management 

system. The most efficient way to start the gap correction can be to correct deviations from 

those processes that were identified to be related to many standard clauses in the gap 

analysis (Charts 3 and 4). When achieving the conformity of one particular process, it is 

possible to achieve conformity of multiple standard requirements at once, all in one 

process correction. Similarly, it can be effective to start from those standard clauses that 

have the biggest impact on the processes (Charts 5 and 6). In this way, it is possible that a 

large number of organizational processes can achieve conformity to that particular 

standard’s clause requirements simultaneously.  

 

Because the target organization has a mature ISO 9001:2008 compliant management 

system, it creates a good framework for the implementation of new management system 

standard requirements. A large part of the identified gaps can be corrected by updating 

documents and work instructions, or by a relatively small update of process descriptions, 

especially in the case of ISO 9001:2015 requirements and congruent ISO 14001:2015 

requirements. An example of such a gap can be the requirements related to risks and 

opportunities, which is a new requirement in the ISO 9001:2015 standard and ISO 

14001:2015 standard when compared with older versions.  

 

As can be seen from Annex 4, most of the ISO 14001:2015 standard requirements that do 

not exist in the ISO 9001:2015 standard are related to environmental aspects and 

improving the environmental performance of the organization. The ISO 14001:2015 

standard requires a measurement and reduction of the most significant environmental 

impacts of the organization, which is also the core of the whole standard. When the target 

organization is able to apply these requirements and document the activity of deviations 
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related to the ISO 4001:2015 standard, the gap analysis will be reduced significantly. This 

is because the target organization does not yet have the necessary operations in place for 

detecting the level of environmental protection it needs for a new management process. 

This management process should include the identification, measurement and supervision 

of the most significant environmental aspects, as well as actions to influence the 

environment in a positive way. When implementing these processes, the organization 

should remember the starting points of an integrated management system. To achieve a 

system that provides information about environmental impact in a way that can be used for 

both marketing purposes and monitoring daily operations, the key process indicators 

should be considered carefully. To achieve staff commitment to the common 

environmental targets, every member of the staff should be able to influence the 

environmental performance by their own actions. Although the target company cannot 

create marketing value by collecting data from daily actions, such as waste sorting 

efficiency, there is still a need for more holistic key process indicators. In this case, a more 

holistic indicator could be related to, for example, energy-efficient solutions created by the 

target company. An indicator can be, for example, the amount of avoided carbon dioxide 

emissions because of the solution created by the target company. To achieve a well-

functioning and effective management system that takes into account starting point factors, 

it may be beneficial to use holistic indicators as well as indicators that can be influenced by 

everyone. 

 

As stated in paragraph 2.7.1, it is possible to increase efficiency and reduce duplication if 

the requirements are implemented as an integrated entity. The similarities of the 

requirements from both standards, as well as integration potential, is estimated in the 

structuring phase of standards. Gap analysis provides detailed information on which 

processes and requirements are related. This knowledge allows the organization to assess 

the profitability of integrating the requirements in each individual case. If the requirements 

of the standards are found to be identical and related to the same process, then from the 

organization’s point of view, the most efficient way to deal with these requirements is to 

handle them as being integrated. As stated in the result section, there are multiple 

requirements that are only partly the same. Sso the organization has to make a decision 

about whether the integration is beneficial or not on a case-by-case basis.    
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The results of this study helps the organization to implement the relevant standard 

requirements effectively and decisively into the management system processes. After 

implementation of the requirements, the organization should in theory already act in 

accordance with the desired standards. However, the integrated management system needs 

constant maintenance and improvement, as well as the application of lessons learned 

within the organization. To ensure conformity, the organization should also carry out an 

internal audit in accordance with the requirements of the standards. The requirement lists 

in Annexes 1 and 2 can be used to assist the implementation of the internal audit.   
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6 CONCLUSION 

 

This thesis examines integrated use and implementation of the ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 

9001:2015 management system standards. The starting situation is that the target 

organization has a mature management system with ISO 9001:2008 compliance. The target 

organization is willing to have a management system according to ISO 14001:2015 and 

ISO 9001:2015 requirements. The research and implementation method is an operating 

model for the integrated use of management system standards created by the ISO 

organization. The target was that this model can also be used when implementing any new 

requirements later. 

 

The thesis was divided into two sections: a theoretical and empirical part. The theoretical 

part examines basic information about the target company and its management system, as 

well as basic information about relevant management system standards. The operating 

model for management system standard integration created by the International 

Organization for Standardization was also examined in the theoretical section. The 

operating model is presented, on a general level, step-by-step. The empirical section 

describes how knowledge from the theory phase is implemented in practice by the target 

organization. 

 

In practice, different implementation phases were taken forward simultaneously. This was 

due to the fact that the implementation of the operating model needed consideration and 

information from different organizational levels in different phases. If every phase had 

been implemented strictly in order of the operating model, the project would have taken a 

significant amount of time. Nevertheless, this overlapped approach meant that the 

proceeding of some phases needed to be executed multiple times because all the 

information necessary to that phase had not yet been decided. 

 

A number of matrices relating to the requirements of the standards were made for the 

implementation of an integrated management system. There are two types of matrices, 

structuring matrices and matrices that are comparing management system standard 

requirements. All requirements from the new ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards were 
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listed and commented on in the structuring matrices. These structuring matrices provide 

input data to the implementation phase of the requirements in practice. The requirements of 

the standards are marked simply and as exact as possible in the matrices, meaning it is easy 

to read and check requirements when comparing them to the official standard text. 

Comparison tables compare the similarities and differences between relevant standards. 

Comparison tables make it possible to estimate the amount of work needed for the 

implementation of the requirements because information about integration potential of the 

standards has been obtained. Results from comparison matrices show that about 10% of 

requirements are completely new when compared to the old version of ISO 9001, and 

about 60% are same subject-oriented. Similar requirements between ISO 14001:2015 and 

ISO 9001:2015 covers about 10% of all requirements, whereas requirements that have the 

same kind of purposes cover about 40% of all requirements. These results indicates that 

there is a relatively large amount of integration potential between standards.  

 

After the structuring phases, the requirements were allocated to the processes of the target 

organization. At the same time as the allocation process, the gap analysis phase was also 

executed, meaning an evaluation of how the requirements are carried out in the processes. 

The simultaneous implementation of the allocation phase and gap analysis helped to 

achieve a number of benefits. It was effective in implementing the allocation phase and 

evaluation of the compliance of the requirements at the same time as the working phase. A 

lot of information related to integration and implementation is available in matrices. The 

same matrix can also be utilized as a corrective action plan. This is because the above-

mentioned opportunities and the workload can be reduced by using the information from 

the gap analysis matrix.  

 

Results from the gap analysis phase shows which standard requirements affect processes 

the most and which processes are most related to the requirements of the management 

system standards. This analysis was done separately for both ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 

9001:2015 standards. The ISO 9001:2015 gap analysis shows that processes of the target 

organization mostly complies with ISO 9001:2015 standard requirements, and that it is a 

consequence of the fact that the organization acts in accordance with the ISO 9001:2008 

standard. The ISO 14001:2015 gap analysis shows that the processes of the target 
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organization do not primarily comply with these requirements, and that this is because the 

organization has not previously acted in accordance with environmental management 

system standards. Both gap analyses show which main processes are most affected by the 

management system standard requirements and which standard clauses most affect the 

different main processes of the organization. The information about the most influential 

processes and requirements can be used during the gap correction phase to increase the 

effectiveness of the actions. The complete gap analysis matrix also points out the exact 

management system process place and compliance level of the requirements that can be 

targeted.    

 

The gap correction phase of the operating model was achieved on the practical 

implementation level. Correcting gaps, ensuring gap corrections, maintenance of the 

integrated system and implementation of the learned issues by the organization are handled 

in such a way that mean they can be used by the target organization. When the target 

organization corrects the gaps, the assumption is that the target organization complies with 

ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015 requirements. However, the organization should 

implement the internal audit in accordance with management system standards in order to 

ensure compliance. The standard requirement identification matrices from annexes 1 and 2 

can be utilized in the internal audit.  

 

The research examined how the revised ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standard requirements 

can be integrated and implemented to the existing ISO 9001:2008 compliant management 

system. Research responds to the questions in case of the target organization. Integration of 

the management system standards is carried out by structuring and comparing matrices that 

result in integration potential and processes where requirements should be allocated in the 

target organization. These matrices can be used as a tool when implementing new 

requirements to the management system. Gained knowledge during this project can also be 

utilized in similar cases. The biggest advantage of this model can be obtained in 

organizations that have a process-based management system and the intention to 

implement the ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 requirements to their management 

system. 
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By using this model and these matrices when implementing integrated coverage of several 

standards it is possible to avoid unnecessary work due to the similarity between standard 

requirements and identifying requirements that have already been implemented to the 

management system. It is possible to add any kind of requirement in the future, while it is 

also possible to inspect the compliance of the requirements already implemented to the 

processes by using these tools.  
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Attachment I. ISO 14001:2015 standard requirements. 

 

ISO 14001:2015 requirements 

No. Clause/sub-

clause 

Requirement Comments 

 4 Context of the 

organization 

  

 4.1 The organization and its 

context 

  

1 4.1 Determine external and 

internal issues 

Relevant to its purpose and that 

affects EMS (corporate culture, 

compliance obligation, products, 

operations, services and more) 

2 4.1 Include environmental 

conditions 

Conditions being affected by or 

capable of affecting the organization  

 4.2 Needs and expectations of 

interested parties 

  

3 4.2 a) Determine interested parties 

relevant to EMS 

Understand environmental 

perspective of all interested parties 

4 4.2 b) Determine relevant needs 

and expectations of 

interested parties 

 

5 4.2 c) Determine the compliance 

obligations 

 

 4.3 Scope of EMS   

6 4.3 Determine the scope of 

EMS 

Organizational and geographical 

scope of EMS 

7 4.3 a) Take into account external 

and internal issues 

Cf. Subclause 4.1 

8 4.3 b) Take into account the 

compliance obligations 

Cf. Subclause 4.2 
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9 4.3 c) Take into account units, 

functions and physical 

boundaries 

Issues which the organization is 

rationally able to influence 

10 4.3 d) Take into account activities, 

products and services 

 

11 4.3 e) Take into account an 

organization’s authority and 

ability to influence 

Technically and economically 

realistic possibilities 

12 4.3 Include all scope-related 

activities, products and 

services to EMS 

Cf. 6.1.2 

13 4.3 Maintain the scope as 

documented information 

Cf. 7.5 

 4.4 Environmental 

management system 

  

14 4.4 Establish, implement, 

maintain and improve EMS 

Incorporate the requirements of EMS 

to management system processes 

15 4.4 Take into account the 

context of the organization 

Cf. Subclauses 4.1 et 4.2 

 5 Leadership   

 5.1 Leadership and 

commitment 

  

16 5.1 a) Taking care of the 

effectiveness of EMS 

Management leadership and 

commitment to EMS 

17 5.1 b) Establish an environmental 

policy and associated 

objectives 

Consistent with strategic direction 

and context of organization 

18 5.1 c) Integrate EMS requirements 

into the management system 

processes 

Cf. 4.4 

19 5.1 d) Ensure the necessary Cf. 7.1 
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resources for EMS  

20 5.1 e) Communicate the 

importance of an effective 

and compliant EMS 

Cf. 7.3 

21 5.1 f) Ensure the achievements of 

results of EMS 

Confirm in management review cf. 

9.3 

22 5.1 g) Direct and support the staff 

contribution to the 

effectiveness of EMS 

 

23 5.1 h) Promote continual 

improvement 

 

24 5.1 i) Support the leadership of 

managers 

 

 5.2 Environmental policy   

25 5.2 a) Establish, implement and 

maintain an environmental 

policy 

Take into account the context of the 

organization. Cf. 4.3 

26 5.2 b) Provide framework for 

establishing environmental 

objectives 

Cf. 6.2 

27 5.2 c) Include environmental 

protection 

Pollution prevention, water quality, 

air, biodiversity conservation and 

more 

28 5.2 d) Incorporate compliance 

obligations 

Cf. 6.1.3 

29 5.2 e) Incorporate continuous 

improvement of EMS 

 

30 5.2 Maintain as documented 

information 

Cf. 7.5 

31 5.2 Communicate internally Cf. 7.4 

32 5.2 Keep available to interested Internally and externally 
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parties 

 5.3 Roles, responsibilities and 

authorities 

  

33 5.3 Assign responsibilities and 

authorities of roles 

Internally. Responsibilities, 

authorities and expected results 

34 5.3 a) Assign responsibilities and 

authorities of roles 

To ensure that EMS complies with 

ISO 14001 

35 5.3 b) Assign responsibilities and 

authorities of roles 

To report on the performance of 

EMS to senior management cf. 9.3 

 6 Planning   

 6.1 Actions to address risks 

and opportunities 

  

 6.1.1 General   

36 6.1.1 Plan specific processes 

related to risks 

In order to determine risks and 

implement actions cf. 6.1.4 

37 6.1.1 a) b) c) Take into account the 

context issues, identified 

requirements and scope of 

EMS 

Cf. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 

38 6.1.1 Determine risks and 

opportunities 

Which are related to environmental 

aspects (cf. 6.1.2), compliance 

obligations (cf. 6.1.3) and issues (cf. 

4.1, 4.2) 

39 6.1.1 Take into account risks and 

opportunities 

To ensure that EMS can achieve the 

objectives cf. 6.2,  anticipate 

undesirable effects as external 

conditions in a continual 

improvement approach cf. 10.3 

40 6.1.1  Determine all potential 

emergency risks 

Especially emergency situations with 

environmental impact 8.2 

41 6.1.1 Document and maintain Cf. 7.5 
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information on risks and 

opportunities 

42 6.1.1 Document and maintain 

information in order to 

ensure that the results will 

be as planned 

Cf. 7.5 

 6.1.2 Environmental aspects   

43 6.1.2 Determine the 

environmental aspects and 

impacts 

Considering the life cycle, determine 

the aspects and impacts that the 

organizations can influence. Take 

into account the raw materials, 

design and development, production, 

delivery, use, service and disposal 

44 6.1.2 a) Take into account changes  Changes that influences 

environmental aspects and impacts 

45 6.1.2 b) Take into account abnormal 

and emergency situations 

Cf. 8.2 

46 6.1.2 Determine significant 

environmental aspects 

Establish criteria to identify 

significant environmental aspects and 

those which the organization can 

influence 

47 6.1.2 Communicate on significant 

environmental aspects 

Internally. Cf. 7.4 

48 6.1.2 Retain documented 

information on 

environmental aspects  

In order to determine which are the 

significant environmental aspects. Cf. 

7.5 

49 6.1.2 Retain criteria to determine 

its significant environmental 

aspects 

 

50 6.1.2 Retain documented 

information on significant 

Cf. 7.5 
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environmental aspects and 

related impacts 

 6.1.3 Compliance obligations   

51 6.1.3 a) Determine compliance 

obligations of 

environmental impacts 

Cf. 4.2. Compliance obligations can 

have a negative impact or beneficial 

impact 

52 6.1.3 b) Determine how these 

obligations apply to the 

organization 

Mandatory requirements (laws, 

regulations, treaties, permits), 

obligations which the organization 

chooses to adhere to (ISO 14001 

certification, agreements with 

interested parties, code of conduct) 

53 6.1.3 c) Take into account 

compliance obligations 

when planning, 

implementing and 

maintaining EMS 

 

54 6.1.3 Maintain documented 

information on compliance 

obligations 

Cf. 7.5 

 6.1.4 Planning action   

55 6.1.4 a) Plan environmental actions In order to treat the most significant 

environmental aspects, compliance 

obligations and risks. Cf. 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 

6.1.3 

56 6.1.4 b) Plan how to implement 

these actions 

Integrate these actions in the internal 

management system (IMS) 

processes. Cf. 6.2, 7, 8 and 9.1 

57 6.1.4 b) Plan how to evaluate 

effectiveness of these 

actions 

Cf. 9.1 
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58 6.1.4 Take into account internal 

conditions 

Technological options, financial and 

operational conditions  

 6.2 Environmental objectives 

and planning 

  

 6.2.1 Environmental objectives    

59 6.2.1 Establish environmental 

objectives 

Consider the significant 

environmental aspects  

60 6.2.1 a) Establish environmental 

objectives 

Consistent with the environmental 

policy  

61 6.2.1 b) Establish environmental 

objectives 

Measurable, if possible. If significant 

aspect isn’t measurable, be able to 

explain why 

62 6.2.1 c) Establish environmental 

objectives 

Monitor objectives 

63 6.2.1 d) Establish environmental 

objectives 

Communicate objectives 

64 6.2.1 e) Establish environmental 

objectives  

Update objectives 

65 6.2.1 Document and maintain 

information on 

environmental objectives  

Cf. 7.5 

 6.2.2 Planning actions   

66 6.2.2 a) Determine actions to 

implement 

In order to achieve environmental 

objectives 

67 6.2.2 b) Determine necessary 

resources 

Cf. 7.1 

68 6.2.2 c) Determine responsibilities Cf. 5.3 

69 6.2.2 d) Determine schedule Ensure that proposed action is carried 

out 

70 6.2.2 e) Determine how to evaluate 

results  

Use indicators to monitor progress 

and compare results and set 
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objectives 

71 6.2.2 Take into account 

integration possibilities to 

internal management system 

In order to achieve environmental 

objectives 

 7 Support    

 7.1 Resources   

72 7.1 Provide necessary resources In order to implement, maintain and 

improve EMS 

 7.2 Competence   

73 7.2 a) Determine the necessary 

competence 

 

74 7.2 b) Ensure the competence Based on education, training or 

experience 

75 7.2 c) Determine training needs Training (from external providers if 

needed) on the environmental aspects 

and EMS  

76 7.2 d) Take actions to acquire the 

necessary competence  

Evaluate effectiveness of the actions 

77 7.2 Retain documented 

information on the 

competence of personnel 

Cf. 7.5 

 7.3 Awareness   

78 7.3 a) Ensure  persons are aware 

of the environmental policy 

Include external persons performing 

work under the organization’s control 

79 7.3 b) Ensure persons are aware of 

environmental aspects and 

impacts associated with 

their work 

And the impact on the workplace Cf. 

6.1.2 

80 7.3 c) Ensure persons are aware of 

their contribution 

In order to improve the performance 

of EMS 
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81 7.3 d) Ensure persons are aware of 

the consequences of not 

conforming 

When EMS requirements are not 

met, including compliance 

obligations 

 7.4 Communication   

 7.4.1 General   

82 7.4.1 a) Include to process – what to 

communicate 

Inform and receive information on 

the performance of EMS, the 

significant environmental aspects and 

the compliance obligations 

83 7.4.1 b) Include to process – when 

to communicate 

Quick response to complaints and 

claims but also to recommendations 

and proposals for improvement 

84 7.4.1 c) Include to process – with 

whom to communicate 

Internally and externally via those 

responsible for communication cf. 

5.3 

85 7.4.1 d) Include to process – how to 

communicate 

Internet, intranet, orally, in writing or 

other 

86 7.4.1  Take into account 

compliance obligations 

Cf. 6.1.3 

87 7.4.1 Ensure consistency to EMS Ensure that communication is 

adequate, clear, transparent, 

appropriate and factual 

88 7.4.1 Respond to communications 

related to EMS 

When appropriate 

89 7.4.1 Retain documented 

information on 

communication 

Cf. 7.5 

 7.4.2 Internal communication   

90 7.4.2 a) Communicate changes to 

EMS  

At all levels 

91 7.4.2 b) Ensure that communication A person informed and aware is 
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contributes to continual 

improvement 

much more committed to 

improvement activities 

 7.4.3 External communication   

92  Communicate relevant 

information externally on 

EMS as planned 

Take into account the organization’s 

communication process(es) (cf. 

7.4.1) and compliance obligations 

(cf. 6.1.3) 

 7.5 Documented information   

 7.5.1 General   

93 7.5.1 a) Include documented 

information required by the 

ISO 14001 standard to EMS 

Documented information to be 

maintained: 

scope of EMS (subclause 4.3) 

environmental policy (subclause 5.2) 

risks and opportunities (paragraph 

6.1.1) 

environmental aspects (paragraph 

6.1.2) 

compliance obligations (paragraph 

6.1.3) 

environmental objectives 

(paragraph6.2.1) 

process control (subclause 8.1) 

emergency situations (sub-clause 8.2) 

Documented information to be 

retained (records) : 

competence of persons (sub-clause 

7.2) 

communication (paragraph 7.4.1) 

inspection results (paragraph 9.1.1) 

evaluation of compliance (paragraph 

9.1.2) 

audit program and results (paragraph 
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9.2.2) 

conclusions of the management 

review (sub-clause 9.3) 

nonconformities, corrective actions 

and results (sub-clause 10.2) 

94 7.5.1 b) Include the documented 

information determined as 

necessary for the 

effectiveness of EMS 

The aim is adequate and effective 

EMS 

 7.5.2 Creating and updating   

95 7.5.2 a) Identify and describe the 

documented information 

For example. a title, date, author, or 

reference number 

96 7.5.2 b) Choose format and media of 

the documented information  

Format, for example, language, 

software version, graphics; and 

media, for example, paper, electronic 

97 7.5.2 c) Review and approve the 

adequacy of the 

documented information 

Who verifies and who approves 

 7.5.3 Control of documented 

information 

  

98 7.5.3 a) Control the availability of 

the documented information 

Ensure a form that is suitable for use  

99 7.5.3 b) Control the protection of the 

documented information 

Loss of confidentiality, improper use, 

loss of integrity 

100 7.5.3  Control the distribution, 

access and use of the 

documented information 

Who is responsible, method to use, 

rule to follow 

101 7.5.3 Control the storage of the 

documented information 

Include protection and preservation 

of legibility 

102 7.5.3 Control the changes of the 

documented information 

Update documents and use updated 

documents, limit access to outdated 
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versions 

103 7.5.3 Control the retention and 

disposition of the 

documented information 

Retention period, disposal method 

104 7.5.3 Control the documented 

information of external 

origin 

Unique codification, access, 

protection 

 8 Operation   

 8.1 Operational planning and 

control 

  

105 8.1 Establish, implement, 

control and maintain the 

processes to meet EMS 

requirements 

Cf. 6.1 and 6.2 

106 8.1 Implement the processes 

according to the criteria 

In order to avoid gaps with the 

policy, objectives and compliance 

obligations 

107 8.1 Control planned and united 

changes 

Review consequences of unintended 

changes and take actions to reduce 

impact if necessary 

108 8.1 Control the outsourced 

processes 

Ensure they can be influenced and 

define used methods to EMS 

109 8.1 Ensure that outsourced 

processes are controlled or 

influenced 

Type and extent of control or 

influence to be applied to the 

processes shall be defined in EMS 

110 8.1 a) Establish the necessary 

control  

 In order to take into account 

environmental requirements 

addressed in the processes for the 

product 
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111 8.1. b) Determine environmental 

requirements of purchased 

goods and services 

Take into account environmental 

aspects, risks and opportunities and 

compliance obligations  

112 8.1 c) Communicate 

environmental requirements 

to external providers 

Taking into account life cycle 

perspective. Cf. 7.4 

113 8.1. d) Provide information about 

potential significant 

environmental impacts 

During transportation, use, end-of-

life treatment and disposal of the 

product 

114 8.1 Maintain documented 

information on the 

processes 

To have confidence that processes 

have been carried out as planned. Cf. 

7.5 

 8.2 Emergency preparation 

and response 

  

115 8.2 Establish, implement and 

maintain the processes to 

prevent and respond to 

emergency situations 

Take into account what is identified 

in paragraph 6.1.1 

116 8.2 a) Prepare to respond to 

possible environmental 

impacts 

In emergency situations. Be prepared 

to reduce environmental impacts and 

teach methods to personnel 7.2 

117 8.2 b) Respond to emergency 

situations 

Communicate internally and 

externally. Cf. 7.4 

118 8.2 c) Take actions to reduce 

potential environmental 

impacts 

Appropriate to the magnitude of the 

emergency and potential impact 

119 8.2 d) Test periodically the 

planned response actions  

Train staff to respond to emergencies 

120 8.2 e) Review emergency 

processes periodically 

Update necessary especially after real 

emergency 

121 8.2 f) Communicate emergency  
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process to relevant and 

interested parties 

122 8.2 Maintain documented 

information on emergency 

situation 

Cf. 7.5 

 9 Performance evaluation   

 9.1 Monitoring, measurement, 

analysis and evaluation 

  

 9.1.1  General   

123 9.1.1 Monitor, measure, analyze 

and evaluate environmental 

performance 

To achieve environmental objectives 

124 9.1.1 a) Determine operations to 

measure 

Measure operations that can have a 

significant environmental impact 

125 9.1.1 b) Determine the methods to 

be used 

For monitoring, measurement, 

analysis and evaluation 

126 9.1.1 c) Determine criteria and 

indicators 

Use appropriate indicators related to 

the objectives 

127 9.1.1 d) Determine schedule for 

monitoring and measuring 

Schedule monitoring and measuring 

to steps that can have significant 

environmental impacts 

128 9.1.1 e) Determine when to analyze 

and evaluate  

In order to ensure the validity of 

results, the results are transmitted to 

those responsible to take action 

129 9.1.1  Ensure that the equipment is 

calibrated or verified 

 

130 9.1.1 Evaluate the organization's 

environmental performance 

These results are inputs for the 

management review (Cf. 9.3) on the 

effectiveness of EMS 

131 9.1.1 Communicate relevant 

environmental performance 

Internally and externally as defined 

cf. 7.4 and 6.1.3 
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132 9.1.1 Retain documented 

information on monitoring, 

measurements, evaluation 

and results 

Cf. 7.5 

 9.1.2  Evaluation of 

conformance 

  

133 9.1.2 Establish, implement and 

maintain the processes, 

evaluate the fulfillment of 

compliance obligations 

Review all compliance obligations 

periodically 

134 9.1.2 a) Determine the frequency of 

compliance evaluation 

 

135 9.1.2 b) Evaluate compliance Take actions if necessary to achieve 

compliance 

136 9.1.2 c) Maintain compliance status Maintain regulatory watch  

137 9.1.2 Retain documented 

information on the results of 

compliance obligations 

Cf. 7.5 

 9.2 Internal audit   

 9.2.1 General   

138 9.2.1 a) 1)  Conduct internal audits at 

planned intervals 

Determine whether EMS conforms to 

internal requirements of the 

organization. More information about 

internal audits in ISO 19011 

139 9.2.1 a) 2) Conduct internal audits at 

planned intervals 

In order to determine whether EMS 

conforms to the requirements of the 

ISO 14001 

140 9.2.1 b) Conduct internal audits at 

planned intervals 

In order to determine whether EMS 

is efficient and updated 

 9.2.2 Internal audit program   
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141 9.2.2 Establish, implement and 

maintain internal audit 

programs 

Include the frequency, methods, 

responsibilities, planning 

requirements and reporting 

142 9.2.2 Take into account the 

environmental importance 

of the processes  

Consider the changes having taken 

place, the results of internal and 

external previous audits, the 

effectiveness of actions implemented 

143 9.2.2 a) Define audit criteria and the 

scope 

Limit the area to be audited 

144 9.2.2 b) Ensure the  objectivity of 

the audit process 

Do not audit your department 

145 9.2.2 c) Report audit results to 

senior management 

Consider nonconformities as an 

improvement opportunity. Cf. 7.4 

146 9.2.2  Retain documented 

information on audit 

program and audit reports 

Cf. 7.5 

 9.3 Management review   

147 9.3 Perform management 

review at planned intervals 

In order to ensure that EMS is still 

relevant, adequate and effective 

148 9.3 a) Take into account the status 

of actions from previous 

management review 

Results and their effectiveness 

149 9.3 b) 1) Take into account changes 

in external and internal 

issues relevant to EMS 

 

150 9.3 b) 2) Take into account the 

compliance obligations 

Needs and expectations of interested 

parties. Cf. 4.2 and 6.1.3 

151 9.3 b) 3) Take into account the 

changes in significant 

environmental aspects 

Cf. 6.1.2 

152 9.3 b) 4) Take into account risks and Cf. 6.1.1 
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opportunities 

153 9.3 c) Take into account the state 

of environmental objectives 

Cf. 6.2.1 

154 9.3 d) 1) Take into account 

environmental performance 

and trends in 

nonconformities and 

corrective actions 

Cf. 10.2 

155 9.3 d) 2) Take into account the trend 

in inspection results 

Including monitoring and 

measurement result. Cf. 9.1.1 

156 9.3 d) 3)  Take into account the trend 

in fulfillment of compliance 

obligations 

Cf. 6.1.3 

157 9.3 d) 4) Take into account audit 

results 

Cf. 9.2 

158 9.3 e) Take into account adequacy 

results  

Cf. 7.1  

159 9.3 f)  Take into account relevant 

communication from 

interested parties 

Include complaints, suggestions and 

recommendations 

160 9.3 g) Take into account 

opportunities for continual 

improvement 

Cf. 10.3 

161 9.3 Include the state of EMS to 

the conclusion of the 

management review 

What we can learn about relevance, 

suitability and effectiveness of EMS 

162 9.3 Include the decisions on 

improvement opportunities 

in the outputs of the 

management review 

Cf. 6.2.2 
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163 9.3 Include the decisions on the 

possible changes to EMS in 

the outputs of the 

management review 

Include new resource needs 

164 9.3 Include the decisions on 

actions to implement and 

achieve objectives in the 

outputs of the management 

review 

Cf. 10.2 

165 9.3 Include opportunities to 

improve integration of EMS 

with other internal 

processes in the outputs of 

management review 

The aim is to increase the level of 

integration and reduce overlapping 

166 9.3 Include the possible 

changes in the 

organization’s strategic 

direction in the outputs of 

the management review 

 

167 9.3 Retain and document 

information on the 

conclusion of the 

management review 

Cf. 7.5 

 10 Improvement   

 10.1 General   

168 10.1 Determine opportunities for 

improvement and 

implement necessary 

actions 

In order to achieve intended 

outcomes. Cf. 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and 10.3  

 10.2 Nonconformity and 

corrective action 
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169 10.2 a) 1) React to nonconformity and 

correct it 

Execute corrective action 

170 10.2 a) 2) Reduce adverse 

environmental impacts 

 

171 10.2 b) 1) Evaluate the nonconformity  The aim is to find and eliminate the 

root cause and prevent it from 

occurring  

172 10.2 b) 2) Determine the root causes Root cause analysis 

173 10.2 b) 3) Determine if similar 

nonconformities exist  

If so, take appropriate actions. 

174 10.2 c) Implement any action 

needed 

To correct and prevent 

nonconformities 

175 10.2 d) Review the effectiveness of 

the corrective action 

To check if the action is carried out 

176 10.2 e) Make changes to EMS If necessary 

177 10.2  Choose appropriate 

corrective actions 

Take into account significance of the 

effects of the nonconformities, 

including environmental impacts 

178 10.2 Retain documented 

information on the nature of 

the nonconformities 

Include actions carried out   

179 10.2 Retain documented 

information on the results of 

corrective actions 

Review results and effectiveness of 

the actions 

 10.3 Continual improvement   

180 10.3 Improve the suitability, 

adequacy and effectiveness 

of EMS 
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Attachment II. ISO 9001:2015 standard requirements. 

 

ISO 9001:2015 requirements 

no. Clause/sub-

clause 

Requirement Comments 

 4 Context of the organization  

 4.1  The organization and its 

context 

 

1   Determine external and 

internal issues 

Have to understand everything that is 

relevant to its purpose and strategic 

direction (compliance, obligation, 

competition, market, culture, social 

and economical environment) 

2  Monitor and review 

information about external 

and internal issues 

Issue can be positive or negative 

factor, or condition 

 4.2 Needs and expectations of 

interested parties 

 

3 4.2 a) Identify interested parties Which are relevant to QMS 

4 4.2 b) Clarify the requirements of 

interested parties 

Which are relevant to QMS 

5 4.2 Monitor and review 

information about interested 

parties and their requirements 

Relevant requirements 

 4.3   

Scope of the quality 

management system 

 

6 4.3 Define the scope of QMS Geographical and organizational 

scope 

7 4.3 a) Take into account the external 

and internal issues  

Cf. 4.1 
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8 4.3 b) Take into account the 

requirements of interested 

parties  

Cf. 4.2 

9 4.3 c) Take into account product 

and services 

All of the company’s products and 

services 

10 4.3 Apply any requirement of the 

ISO 9001 standard applicable 

within the scope of QMS 

 

11 4.3 Maintain the scope of  QMS 

as documented information 

Cf. 7.5. Include all products and 

services 

12 4.3 Include in the scope of QMS 

justification for any 

requirements which cannot be 

met 

Every requirement of the ISO 9001 

standard which cannot be applied in 

the company needs justification 

 4.4 Quality management system 

and its processes 

 

13 4.4.1 Establish, implement, 

maintain and improve a QMS 

The organization is free to decide 

how to apply QMS without forgetting 

to take into account cf. 4.1 and cf. 4.2 

14 4.4.1 Determine the processes 

needed and their application 

Throughout the defined scope 

15 4.4.1 a) Determine process inputs and 

outputs  

 

16 4.4.1 b) Determine the sequence and 

interaction of processes 

 

17 4.4.1 c) Determine the criteria and 

methods to control process 

To ensure the effective operation and 

control of these processes 

18 4.4.1 d) Determine and ensure the 

resources 

Also in cf. 7.1 

19 4.4.1 e) Assign process 

responsibilities and 
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authorities 

20 4.4.1 f) Address the risks and 

opportunities as determined 

According to cf. 6.1 

21 4.4.1 g) Evaluate these processes and, 

if necessary, modify them 

Ensure that these processes achieve 

their intended results. Cf. 9.1.1 and 

10.1 

22 4.4.1 h) Determine the improvement 

opportunities of processes 

and QMS 

Cf. 10.1 

23 4.4.2 Maintain documented 

information on process 

operation 

Cf. 7.5  

24 4.4.2 Retain documented 

information on process 

operation 

Cf. 7.5. The goal is to ensure that 

process results are the same as those 

planned 

 5 Leadership  

 5.1 Leadership and 

commitment 

 

 5.1.1 General  

25 5.1.1 a) Assume responsibility for the 

effectiveness of QMS 

Senior management commitment is 

crucial 

26 5.1.1 b) Establish a quality policy and 

quality objectives 

Compatible with the context and 

strategic direction 

27 5.1.1 c) Integrate QMS requirements 

in the internal process 

requirements 

Cf. 4.4 and 7.1.4 

28 5.1.1 d) Raise awareness of the 

process approach and risk-

based approach 

Cf. 6.1 

29 5.1.1 e) Provide the necessary Cf 7.1 
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resource for QMS 

30 5.1.1 f) Raise awareness on the 

importance of an effective 

and conforming QMS 

It’s essential to engage people to 

QMS 

31 5.1.1 g) Ensure the achievement of 

intended results of QMS 

 

32 5.1.1 h) Support the staff contribution 

to the effectiveness of QMS 

 

33 5.1.1 i) Promote continual 

improvement 

Cf 10.3 

34 5.1.1 j) Support the leadership of 

managers 

 

 5.1.2 Customer focus  

35 5.1.2 a) Determine, understand and 

meet customer statutory and 

regulatory requirements 

Senior management shall 

demonstrate leadership 

36 5.1.2 b) Determine and address risks 

and opportunities  

 

37 5.1.2 c) Maintain the objective of 

better satisfying the customer 

 

 5.2 Policy  

 5.2.1 Establishing the quality 

policy 

 

38 5.2.1 a) Establish, implement and 

maintain a quality policy 

 

39 5.2.1 b) Provide a framework to 

define and review the quality 

objectives 

Cf. 6.2 

40 5.2.1 c) Include commitment to 

satisfy applicable 

requirements 

Cf. 9.1.3 
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41 5.2.1 d) Include a commitment to 

continuously improve QMS 

Cf. 10.3 

 5.2.2 Communicating the quality 

policy 

 

42 5.2.2 a) Maintain the quality policy as 

documented information 

 

43 5.2.2 b) Communicate the quality 

policy 

 

44 5.2.2 c) Keep the quality policy 

available to relevant, 

interested parties 

Quality policy cannot be a 

confidential document 

 5.3 Roles, responsibilities, 

authorities 

  

45 5.3 Assign and communicate the 

responsibilities and 

authorities 

Senior management assigns all 

relevant roles  

46 5.3 a) Assign and communicate the 

responsibilities and 

authorities 

Senior management assigns all 

relevant roles according to the 

requirements  

47 5.3 b) Assign and communicate the 

responsibilities and 

authorities. 

Senior management assigns all 

relevant roles so that processes 

deliver expected inputs and outputs 

48 5.3 c) Assign and communicate the 

responsibilities and 

authorities 

Senior management assigns all 

relevant roles so that reporting on the 

performance and opportunities for 

improvement of QMS is done, 

cf. 10.1  

49 5.3 d) Assign and communicate the 

responsibilities and 

authorities 

Senior management assigns all 

relevant roles to ensure customer 

focus is ensured  
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50 5.3 e) Assign and communicate the 

responsibilities and 

authorities 

Senior management assigns all 

relevant roles so that implemented 

changes do not affect to integrity of 

QMS 

 6 Planning  

 6.1 Actions to address risks and 

opportunities 

 

51 6.1.1 a) Consider opportunities In order to ensure that QMS can 

achieve its intended results, cf. 4.1 

and 4.2 

52 6.1.1 b) Consider opportunities In order to enhance the desirable 

effects 

53 6.1.1 c) Consider account risks In order to prevent the undesired 

effects 

54 6.1.1 d) Consider risks and 

opportunities 

In order to achieve continual 

improvement, cf. 10.3 

55 6.1.2 a) Plan actions to address risks 

and opportunities 

 

56 6.1.2 b) 1) Plan the way to implement 

actions 

To QMS processes, cf. 4.4 

57 6.1.2 b) 2) Plan the way to evaluate 

actions 

Evaluate the effectiveness of each 

action 

58 6.1.2  Adapt actions to risks and 

opportunities 

Compare the potential impact on the 

conformity of products and services 

 6.2 Quality objectives  

59 6.2.1 Establish quality objectives 

for processes  

 

60 6.2.1 a) Choose quality objectives Be consistent with quality policy 

61  6.2.1 b) Use measurable objectives  

62 6.2.1 c) Consider applicable 

requirements 

Cf. 4.2 
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63  6.2.1 d) Adopt relevant objectives Ensure the conformity of products 

and services and improved customer 

satisfaction 

64  6.2.1 e) Monitor objectives  

65  6.2.1 f) Communicate objectives On relevant levels 

66  6.2.1 g) Update objectives When appropriate 

67 6.2.1 Maintain documented 

information on the quality 

objectives 

Cf. 7.5 

68 6.2.2 a) Plan achievement of quality 

objective 

What will be done  

69 6.2.2 b) Plan achievement of quality 

objective 

What are the resources 

70 6.2.2 c) Plan achievement of quality 

objective 

Who is respondent 

71 6.2.2 d) Plan achievement of quality 

objective 

What´s the schedule 

72 6.2.2 e) Plan achievement of quality 

objective 

How results are evaluated 

  6.3 Planning of changes  

73 6.3 Plan the need for changes of 

QMS 

Cf. 4.4 

74 6.3 a) Plan the changes Consider the purpose of the change 

and the possible consequences 

75 6.3 b) Plan the changes Consider the maintenance of the 

integrity of QMS 

76 6.3 c) Plan the changes Consider the available resources 

77 6.3 d) Plan the changes Consider the allocation of assigned 

responsibilities and authorities 

  7 Support  

  7.1 Resources  
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 7.1.1  General  

78  7.1.1 Provide the necessary 

resources 

In order to ensure establishment, 

implementation, maintenance and 

continual improvement of QMS 

79  7.1.1 a) Consider the capabilities of 

existing resources 

 

80  7.1.1 b) Consider what is needed from 

external providers 

 

  7.1.2 People  

81  7.1.2 Provide suitable people for 

the effective implementation 

of QMS and its processes 

 

 7.1.3   Infrastructure  

82  7.1.3 Provide and maintain the 

infrastructure necessary for 

the operation 

In order to achieve conformity of 

products and services 

 7.1.4  Process environment  

83  7.1.4 Provide and maintain the 

suitable environment 

necessary for processes 

To achieve conformity of products 

and services 

  7.1.5 Monitoring and measuring 

resources 

 

  7.1.5.1 General  

84 7.1.5.1 Provide suitable monitoring 

and measuring resources 

 

85 7.1.5.1 a) Provide suitable resources to 

the specific inspections 

Cf. 7.2 

86 7.1.5.1 b) Maintain resources To ensure fitness for their purpose 

87 7.1.5.1 Retain documented 

information  

Cf. 7.5 

  7.1.5.2 Measurement traceability  
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88 7.1.5.2 a) Verify or calibrate regularly 

the measuring equipment 

In order to have confidence in the 

measurement results. When no such 

standards exist retain documented 

information on the reference used, cf. 

7.5 

89 7.1.5.2 b) Identify the 

measuring equipment 

In order to determine their status 

90 7.1.5.2 c) Protect the 

measuring equipment 

Against activities that may invalidate 

the calibration status  

91 7.1.5.2 Determine the validity of 

previous measurements and 

take appropriate action 

If measurement results have been 

adversely affected 

  7.1.6 Organizational knowledge  

92  7.1.6 Determine the necessary 

knowledge 

To achieve conformity of products 

and services 

93  7.1.6 Maintain and make 

knowledge available to the 

extent that is necessary 

 

94  7.1.6 Take into account the need 

for additional knowledge 

When addressing changed needs and 

trends  

  7.2 Competence  Beginning 

95 7.2 a) Determine the necessary 

competence 

Determine people who have an 

influence on the quality performance 

96 7.2 b) Ensure the competence of 

relevant personnel 

Based on appropriate training or 

experience 

97 7.2 c) Take actions to acquire the 

necessary competence and 

evaluate the effectiveness of 

the actions taken 

 

98 7.2 d) Retain documented 

information as evidence about 

Cf. 7.5 
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competence 

  7.3 Awareness  

99 7.3 a) Ensure the personnel is aware 

of the quality policy 

Cf. 5.2 

100 7.3 b) Ensure the personnel is aware 

of the quality objectives 

Cf. 6.2 

101 7.3 c) Ensure the personnel is aware 

of its contribution 

To improve the performance of QMS 

102 7.3 d) Ensure the personnel is aware 

of the implications of not 

conforming to QMS 

 

  7.4 Communication   

103 7.4 a) Determine the relevant 

internal and external 

communications 

On what will be communicated 

104  7.4 b) Determine the relevant 

internal and external 

communications 

When to Communicate 

105 7.4 c) Determine the relevant 

internal and external 

communications 

With whom to communicate 

106 7.4 d)  Determine the relevant 

internal and external 

communications 

How to communicate 

107 7.4 e)  Determine the relevant 

internal and external 

communications 

Who communicates 

  7.5 Documented information  

  7.5.1 General  
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108  7.5.1 a) Include the documented 

information required by the 

ISO 9001 standard 

Documented information to maintain: 

scope of QMS (4.3) 

process control (4.4.2 a) 

quality policy (5.2.2 a) 

quality objectives (6.2.1) 

operational control (8.1) 

process performance (4.4.2 b) 

fitness for purpose of inspection 

resources (7.1.5.1) 

calibration (7.1.5.2) 

staff competence (7.2) 

necessary for the effectiveness of 

QMS (7.5.1) 

achieving processes as planned, 

conformity of products and services 

(8.1) 

results of the review of products and 

services’ old and new requirements 

(8.2.3.2) 

design and development inputs 

(8.3.3) 

design and development expected 

results, reviews, verifications and 

validations (8.3.4) 

design and development 

outputs (8.3.5) 

design and development changes 

(8.3.6) 

evaluation activities and actions of 

external providers (8.4.1) 

product and service characteristics or 

activities to be performed, results to 
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be achieved (8.5.1) 

traceability of products and services 

(8.5.2) 

situation of the property of a 

customer (8.5.3) 

   evaluation activities and actions of 

external providers ( 8.4.1) 

product and service characteristics or 

activities to be performed, results to 

be achieved (8.5.1) 

traceability of products and services 

( 8.5.2) 

situation of the property of a 

customer (8.5.3) 

results of the review of changes 

(8.5.6) 

release of products and services (8.6) 

treatment of nonconforming products 

and services (8.7.2) 

inspection results (9.1.1) 

audit program and audit results 

( 9.2.2) 

management review outputs (9.3.3) 

nonconformities, actions and results 

(10.2.2) 

109  7.5.1 b) Document necessary  
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information about the 

effectiveness of QMS 

  7.5.2 Creating and updating  

110 7.5.2 a) Ensure appropriate 

identification and description 

When creating and updating 

documented information 

111 7.5.2 b) Ensure appropriate format 

(language, software and 

other) and media (paper, 

electronic and other) 

When creating and updating 

documented information 

112 7.5.2 c) Ensure appropriate review 

and approval for suitability 

and adequacy 

When creating and updating 

documented information 

  7.5.3 Control of documented 

information  

 

113 7.5.3.1 a) Ensure availability and 

suitability 

Of relevant documented information 

required by QMS  

114 7.5.3.1 b) Adequate protection Of relevant documented information 

required by QMS 

115 7.5.3.2 a) Control the distribution, 

access, retrieval and use 

Of relevant documented information 

required by QMS 

116 7.5.3.2 b) Control the storage  Of relevant documented information 

required by QMS 

117 7.5.3.2 c) Control the changes  Of relevant documented information 

required by QMS 

118 7.5.3.2 d) Control the retention time and 

the disposition  

Of relevant documented information 

required by QMS 

119 7.5.3.2 Control the documented 

information of external origin 

Of relevant documented information 

required by QMS 

120 7.5.3.2 Protect the documented 

information 
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  8 Operation  

  8.1 Operational planning and 

control 

 

121  8.1 a) Determine the requirements 

for the products and services 

By controlling processes. 

Cf. 4.4 and 6.1  

122  8.1 b) 1) Establish the criteria For processes 

123  8.1 b) 2) Establish the criteria For the acceptance of products and 

services 

124  8.1 c) Determine necessary 

resources 

Needed to achieve conformity to the 

product and service requirements 

125  8.1 d) Implement control of the 

processes 

In accordance with the criteria, 8.1 b 

1 and 8.1 b 2 

126  8.1 e) 1) Determine, maintain and 

retain the documented 

information  

To have confidence that the 

processes are carried out as planned. 

Cf. 7.5 

127  8.1 e) 2) Determine, maintain and 

retain the documented 

information 

To demonstrate the conformity of 

products and services. Cf 7.5 

128 8.1 Control, plan and review 

unintended changes  

Take actions to limit as many adverse 

effects as necessary. 

129 8.1 Control the outsourced 

processes 

Cf. 8.4  

  8.2 Requirements for products 

and services 

 

  8.2.1 Customer communication  

130  8.2.1 a) Provide information about 

products and services 

With customer 

131  8.2.1 b) Communicate about handling 

enquiries, contracts or orders, 

including changes 

With customer 

132  8.2.1 c) Obtain customer feedback Relating to products and services, 
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including customer complaints 

133  8.2.1 d) Handle and control customer 

property 

 

134  8.2.1 e) Establish requirements for 

contingency actions 

When relevant 

  8.2.2 Determining the 

requirements related to 

products and services 

 

135 8.2.2 a) 1) Define the requirements for 

the product 

Including statutory and regulatory 

requirements 

136 8.2.2 a) 2) Define requirements 

necessary to the organization 

 

137 8.2.2 b) Ensure that claims are met for 

the product and services it 

offers 

 

  8.2.3 Review of requirements 

related to products and 

services 

 

138  8.2.3.1 Ensure the ability to meet the 

requirements for products and 

services 

To be offered to customers 

139  8.2.3.1 a) Conduct a review before 

committing supply products 

and services 

Include requirements from customer, 

including delivery and post-delivery 

activities 

140  8.2.3.1 b) Conduct a review before 

committing supply products 

and services 

Include requirements necessary for 

the specified or intended use when 

known 

141  8.2.3.1 c) Conduct a review before 

committing supply products 

and services 

Include requirements specified by 

organization 

142  8.2.3.1 d) Conduct a review before Include statutory and regulatory 
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committing supply products 

and services 

requirements  

143  8.2.3.1 e) Conduct a review before 

committing supply products 

and services 

Include contract or order 

requirements 

144  8.2.3.1 Ensure contract or order 

requirements are resolved 

Requirements differing from those 

previously defined  

145 8.2.3.1 Confirm customer 

requirements before accepting  

When requirements are not 

documented 

146 8.2.3.2 a) Retain the documented 

information on the results of 

the reviews  

Cf. 7.5 

147 8.2.3.2 b) Retain the documented 

information on any new 

requirement for the products 

and services 

Cf. 7.5 

  8.2.4 Changes to requirements 

for products and services 

 

148  8.2.4 Communicate changes to 

relevant persons 

When the requirements for products 

and services are changed 

  8.3 Design and development of 

products and services 

 

  8.3.1 General  

149  8.3.1 Establish, implement and 

maintain a design and 

development process 

When the requirements for product or 

service are changed 

  8.3.2 Design and development 

planning 

 

150 8.3.2 a) Consider the nature, duration 

and complexity 

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

151 8.3.2 b) Consider the required process When determining the stages and 
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stages controls for design and development 

152 8.3.2 c) Consider design and 

development verification and 

validation activities 

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

153 8.3.2 d) Consider the responsibilities 

and authorities involved  

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

154 8.3.2 e) Consider the internal and 

external resource needs  

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

155 8.3.2 f) Consider the need of control 

interfaces between persons 

involved 

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

156 8.3.2 g) Consider the need for 

involvement of customers and 

users 

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

157 8.3.2 h) Consider the requirements for 

subsequent provision of 

products and services 

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

158 8.3.2 i) Consider the level of control 

expected 

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

159 8.3.2 j) Consider the documented 

information needed to 

demonstrate the requirements 

have been met 

When determining the stages and 

controls for design and development 

  8.3.3 Design and development 

inputs 

 

160  8.3.3 Determine the essential 

requirements for the specific 

types of products and services 

to be designed and developed 

 

161  8.3.3 a) Consider functional and 

performance requirements 

When determining the requirements 

for the specific types of products and 
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services to be designed and 

developed 

162  8.3.3 b) Consider information derived 

from previous similar 

activities 

When determining the requirements 

for the specific types of products and 

services to be designed and 

developed 

163  8.3.3 c) Consider statutory and 

regulatory requirements 

When determining the requirements 

for the specific types of products and 

services to be designed and 

developed 

164  8.3.3 d) Consider standards or codes 

of practice that the 

organization has committed 

to implement 

When determining the requirements 

for the specific types of products and 

services to be designed and 

developed 

165  8.3.3 e) Consider potential 

consequences of failure due 

to the nature of products and 

services 

When determining the requirements 

for the specific types of products and 

services to be designed and 

developed 

166  8.3.3 Check that the inputs are 

complete and unambiguous 

 

167 8.3.3 Resolve conflicting design 

and development inputs  

 

168 8.3.3 Retain the documented 

information on design and 

development inputs 

Cf. 7.5 

  8.3.4 Design and development 

controls 

 

169 8.3.4 a) Ensure that the results to be 

achieved are defined  

When controlling processes, products 

and services 

170 8.3.4 b) Ensure that reviews are 

conducted 

When controlling processes, products 

and services 
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171  8.3.4 c) Ensure that verification 

activities are conducted 

To ensure that outputs meet the input 

requirements in the design and 

development phase 

172 8.3.4 d) Ensure that the validation 

activities are conducted as 

products and services 

To ensure that the specified 

application requirements or those for 

the intended use are satisfied 

173 8.3.4 e) Ensure that necessary actions 

are taken 

During reviews, verifications and 

validations 

174 8.3.4 f) Ensure that the documented 

information is retained 

Cf. 7.5. Cf. 8.3.3, 8.3.5 and 8.3.6 

  8.3.5 Design and development 

outputs 

 

175 8.3.5 a) Ensure that outputs meet the 

input requirements 

In the design and development phase 

Cf. 8.3.3 

176 8.3.5 b) Ensure that outputs are 

adequate for subsequent 

processes 

Regarding the products and services 

177 8.3.5 c) Ensure that outputs include 

monitoring and measuring 

requirements 

When appropriate  

178 8.3.5 d) Ensure that outputs specify 

the characteristics of the 

products and services 

Essential for their intended purpose 

and their safe and proper provision 

179 8.3.5 Retain the documented 

information on design and 

development outputs 

Cf. 7.5  

  8.3.6 Design and development 

changes 

 

180 8.3.6 Identify, review and control 

the changes made in the 

development and design 

To ensure that there is no adverse 

impact on conformity requirements 
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phase 

181 8.3.6 a) Retain Documented 

information 

 On design and development 

changes. Cf. 7.5  

182 8.3.6 b) Retain the documented 

information  

On the result of reviewers. Cf. 7.5  

183 8.3.6 c) Retain the  documented 

information  

On the authorization of the changes 

Cf. 7.5  

184 8.3.6 d) Retain the documented 

information  

On the actions taken to prevent 

adverse impacts Cf. 7.5  

  8.4 External providers  

  8.4.1 General  

185 8.4.1 Ensure that externally 

provided processes conform 

to requirements 

 

186 8.4.1 a) Determine the controls for 

externally provided 

processes, products and 

services 

When integrating external products 

and services to own products and 

services 

187 8.4.1 b) Determine the controls for 

externally provided 

processes, products and 

services 

When the products or services are 

provided directly to customers by 

external providers on behalf of the 

organization 

188 8.4.1 c) Determine the controls for 

externally provided 

processes, products and 

services 

When process, product or service is 

provided externally as a result of a 

decision by the organization 

189 8.4.1 Determine and apply criteria 

for evaluation, selection, 

monitoring and re-evaluation 

of external providers 

Including regular re-evaluation 
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190 8.4.1 Retain the documented 

information of these activities 

Cf. 7.5 

  8.4.2 Type and extent of control  

191 8.4.2 Ensure that externally 

provided processes, products 

and services do not adversely 

affect the organization 

Related to the ability to consistently 

deliver conforming products and 

services to its customers 

192 8.4.2 a) Ensure that the external 

processes are controlled 

In conformity with QMS of external 

service provider  

193 8.4.2 b) Define controls for the 

external provider and to the 

resulting output 

 

194 8.4.2 c) 1) Take into consideration the 

potential impact of the 

outputs of the external 

provider 

On meeting customer and applicable 

statutory and regulatory requirements 

195 8.4.2 c) 2) Take into consideration the 

effectiveness of the controls 

Applied by external provider 

196 8.4.2 d) Define verification to other 

necessary activities 

To ensure that the externally 

provided processes, products and 

services meet requirements 

  8.4.3 Information for external 

providers 

 

197 8.4.3  Ensure the adequacy of 

requirements 

Before communicating to external 

providers 

198 8.4.3 a) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

provider 

Regarding the provided processes, 

products and services  

199 8.4.3 b) 1) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

Regarding the approval of products 

and services 
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provider 

200 8.4.3 b) 2) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

provider 

Regarding the approval of methods, 

processes and equipment 

201 8.4.3 b) 3) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

provider 

Regarding the approval of the release 

of products and services 

202 8.4.3 c) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

provider 

Regarding the competence, including 

qualification of persons  

203 8.4.3 d) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

provider 

Regarding the interaction between 

the organization and provider 

204 8.4.3 e) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

provider 

Regarding the control and monitoring 

of the external provider’s 

performance 

205 8.4.3 f) Communicate the 

requirements to the external 

provider 

Regarding the verification or 

validation activities that the 

organization or its customer intends 

to perform at the external provider’s 

premises 

  8.5 Production and service 

provision 

 

  8.5.1 Control of production and 

service provision 

 

206 8.5.1 Implement controlled 

conditions 

For production and service provision 

207 8.5.1 a) 1) Ensure the availability of 

documents that define 

characteristics 

For products, services or actions to 

be performed. Cf. 7.5 
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208 8.5.1 a) 2) Ensure the availability of 

documents that define 

characteristics 

Which are achievable Cf. 7.5.  

209 8.5.1 b) Ensure the availability and 

use of monitoring and 

measuring resources 

Cf. 7.1.5 

210 8.5.1 c) Include the implementation of 

monitoring and measurement 

activities 

To verify that the criteria has been 

met for the control of processes or 

outputs, and acceptance criteria for 

products and services 

211 8.5.1 d) Include the use of suitable 

infrastructure and 

environment 

For the operation of processes 

Cf. 7.1.3 and 7.1.4 

212 8.5.1 e) Include the appointment of 

competent persons 

Including required qualification, 

cf. 7.2 

213 8.5.1 f) Include the validation and 

revalidation for production 

and service provision 

To achieve planned results where 

outputs cannot be verified by 

subsequent monitoring 

214 8.5.1 g) Include actions to prevent 

human error 

 

215 8.5.1 h) Include the implementation of 

delivery and post-delivery 

activities 

Cf. 8.6 and 8.5.5 

  8.5.2 Identification and 

traceability 

 

216 8.5.2 Use suitable means to identify 

outputs 

In order to ensure the conformity of 

products and services when 

necessary 

217 8.5.2 Identify status of outputs with 

respect to monitoring and 

measurement 

Throughout production and service 

provision 
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218 8.5.2 Control the unique 

identification of the outputs 

When traceability is a requirement 

219 8.5.2 Retain the documented 

information on traceability 

Cf. 7.5 

  8.5.3 Property belonging to 

customers or external 

providers 

 

220 8.5.3 Exercise care with property 

belonging to customers or 

external providers 

When it is under the organization’s 

control 

221 8.5.3 Identify, verify, protect and 

safeguard customers and 

external providers’ property 

When property is provided for the 

use or incorporation into products 

and services 

222 8.5.3 Report status to the customer 

or external provider and 

retain documented 

information 

When the property is lost, damaged 

or otherwise found to be 

unsuitable. Cf. 7.5. 

  8.5.4 Preservation   

223 8.5.4 Preserve the outputs during 

production and service 

provision  

To ensure conformity to 

requirements 

  8.5.5  Post-delivery activities  

224 8.5.5 Meet the requirements for 

post-delivery activities 

Associated with the products and 

services 

225 8.5.5 a) Consider statutory and 

regulatory requirements 

When determining the extent of post-

delivery activities. 4.2 

226 8.5.5 b) Consider the potential 

undesired consequences 

associated with products and 

services  

When determining the extent of post-

delivery activities 
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227 8.5.5 c) Consider the nature and 

intended lifetime of the 

products and services 

When determining the extent of post-

delivery activities 

228 8.5.5 d) Consider customer 

requirements 

When determining the extent of post-

delivery activities 

229 8.5.5 e) Consider customer feedback When determining the extent of post-

delivery activities 

  8.5.6 Control of changes  

230 8.5.6 Review and control changes 

for production or service 

provision 

In the necessary extent of ensuring 

conformity with requirements 

Cf. 6.3  

231 8.5.6 Retain documented 

information  

About the results of reviews, the 

authorization of changes and actions 

implemented Cf. 7.5 

  8.6 Release of products and 

services 

 

232 8.6 Implement planned 

arrangements 

To verify that the product and service 

requirements have been met 

233 8.6 Complete planned 

arrangements satisfactorily 

before release to the customer 

Unless otherwise approved by the 

relevant authority 

234 8.6 Retain the documented 

information on the release of 

products and services 

Cf. 7.5 

235 8.6 a) Include in the documented 

information evidence of 

conformity 

Results of inspection 

236 8.6 b) Include in the documented 

information the traceability 

ofthe person(s) 

Authorizing the release 

  8.7 Control of nonconforming  
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outputs 

237 8.7.1 Control and identify outputs 

which do not conform with 

requirements 

To prevent their unintended use or 

delivery 

238 8.7.1 Take actions based on the 

nature of the nonconformity 

and its effects 

Also after delivery. Cf. 10.2 

239 8.7.1 Implement corrective actions 

on post-delivery phase 

 8.5.5 

240 8.7.1 a) Deal with nonconforming 

outputs 

By correcting Cf. 8.5.5 

241 8.7.1 b) Deal with nonconforming 

outputs 

By returning, containing, suspending 

or segregating the product or service 

242 8.7.1 c) Deal with nonconforming 

outputs 

By informing customer 

243 8.7.1 d) Deal with nonconforming 

outputs’ authorization 

By obtaining acceptance under 

concession  

244 8.7.1 Verify conformity to the 

requirements 

After nonconforming outputs are 

corrected 

245 8.7.2 a) Retain the documented 

information  

On the description of 

nonconformities Cf. 7.5 

246 8.7.2 b) Retain the documented 

information  

On the description of actions taken 

Cf. 7.5 

247 8.7.2 c) Retain the documented 

information 

On the description of concessions 

obtained Cf. 7.5 

248 8.7.2 d) Retain the documented 

information  

About authority deciding the actions 

in case of nonconformity Cf. 7.5 

  9 Performance evaluation  
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  9.1 Monitoring, measurement, 

analysis and evaluation 

 

  9.1.1 General  

249 9.1.1 a) Determine what needs to be 

monitored and measured 

 

250 9.1.1 b) Determine the methods  For inspection, analysis and 

evaluation needed to ensure valid 

results 

251 9.1.1 c) Determine when to measure 

and monitor 

 

252 9.1.1 d) Determine when to analyze 

and evaluate results 

From monitoring and measurements 

253 9.1.1 Evaluate the performance and 

effectiveness of QMS 

 

254 9.1.1 Retain documented 

information as evidence of 

the results 

Cf. 7.5 

  9.1.2 Customer satisfaction  

255 9.1.2 Monitor customers’ 

perceptions 

About needs and expectations being 

fulfilled 

256 9.1.2 Determine methods for 

obtaining, monitoring and 

reviewing 

That customer requirements are 

fulfilled 

  9.1.3 Analysis and evaluation   

257 9.1.3 Analyze and evaluate data 

from monitoring and 

measurement 

 

258 9.1.3 a) Use evaluated data to 

evaluate conformity  

Of products and services. Cf. 4.2 

259 9.1.3 b) Use evaluated data to 

evaluate degree of customer 

Cf. 9.1.2 
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satisfaction 

260 9.1.3 c) Use evaluated data to 

evaluate the performance and 

effectiveness 

Of QMS 

261 9.1.3 d) Use evaluated data to 

evaluate the effectiveness of 

planning 

Cf. 8.1 

262 9.1.3 e) Use evaluated data to 

evaluate the effectiveness of 

actions taken 

To address risks and opportunities 

Cf. 6.1 

263 9.1.3 f) Use evaluated data to 

evaluate the performance of 

external providers 

Cf. 8.4 

264 9.1.3 g) Use evaluated data to 

evaluate the need for 

improvements to QMS 

In order to evaluate the improvement 

Cf. 10.3 

  9.2 Internal audit  

265 9.2.1 a) 1) Conduct internal audits at 

planned intervals 

In order to provide information on if  

QMS conforms to the organization’s 

own requirements 

266 9.2.1 a) 2) Conduct internal audits at 

planned intervals 

In order to provide information on if 

QMS conforms to the requirements 

from ISO 9001 

267 9.2.1 b) Conduct internal audits at 

planned intervals 

In order to determine if QMS is 

effectively implemented and 

maintained 

268 9.2.2 a) Plan, establish and maintain 

an audit program(s) 

Including frequency, methods, 

responsibilities, planning 

requirements and reporting  
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269 9.2.2 a) Plan, establish and maintain 

an audit program(s) 

Which takes into account the 

importance of the processes 

concerned, changes that affect the 

organization and the result from 

previous audits. 

270 9.2.2 b) Define the scope and audit 

criteria 

For each audit 

271 9.2.2 c) Select auditors and consult 

audits 

To ensure objectivity and impartiality 

of the audit 

272 9.2.2 d) Report audit results to 

relevant persons 

Cf. 7.4  

273 9.2.2 e) Take appropriate corrective 

actions 

Without undue delay Cf. 10.2 

274 9.2.2 f) Retain the documented 

information as evidence  

Of implementation of the audit 

program and the audit results Cf. 7.5  

  9.3 Management review  

  9.3.1 General  

275  9.3.1 Proceed with the management 

review at planned intervals  

In order to confirm continued 

suitability, adequacy, effectiveness 

and alignment with strategic 

direction 

  9.3.2 Management review inputs  

276 9.3.2 a) Consider the status of actions 

from previous management 

reviews   

When carrying out management 

review 

277 9.3.2 b) Consider changes in external 

and internal issues relevant to 

QMS 

When carrying out management 

review 
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278 9.3.2 c) 1) Consider information about 

customer satisfaction and 

relevant feedback 

When carrying out management 

review 

279 9.3.2 c) 2) Consider the extent to which 

quality objectives have been 

met  

When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 6.2  

280 9.3.2 c) 3) Consider process 

performance and conformity 

of products and services 

When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 9.1 

281 9.3.2 c) 4) Consider nonconformities and 

corrective actions 

When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 10.2 

282 9.3.2 c) 5) Consider monitoring and 

measurement results 

When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 9.1 

283 9.3.2 c) 6) Consider audit results When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 9.2 

284 9.3.2 c) 7) Consider the performance of 

external providers 

When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 8.4 

285 9.3.2 d) Consider adequacy of 

resources 

When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 7.1 

286 9.3.2 e) Consider the effectiveness of 

actions taken in management 

review 

To address risks and opportunities. 

Cf. 6.1 

287 9.3.2 f) Consider opportunities for 

improvement 

When carrying out management 

review. Cf. 10.3 

  9.3.3 Management review 

outputs 
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288 9.3.3 a) Include opportunities for 

improvement to outputs  

Of the management review. Cf. 10.3 

289 9.3.3 b) Include the need for changes 

to QMS and outputs 

Of the management review. Cf. 6.3 

290 9.3.3 c) Include resource needs to the 

outputs 

Of the management review. Cf. 7.1 

291 9.3.3 Retain the documented 

information as evidence 

Of the results of management 

reviews. Cf. 7.5 

  10 Improvement  

  10.1 General  

292 10.1 Determine and select 

opportunities for 

improvement and implement 

necessary actions 

In order to meet the customer 

requirements and enhance customer 

satisfaction 

293 10.1 a) Improve products and 

services 

To meet requirements as well as to 

address future needs and expectations 

294 10.1 b) Correct, prevent and reduce 

negative impacts 

 

295 10.1 c) Improve the performance and 

effectiveness of QMS 

 

  10.2 Nonconformity and 

corrective action 

 

296 10.2.1 a) 1) React to the nonconformity as 

applicable 

By taking actions to control and 

correct it  

297 10.2.1 a) 2) React to the nonconformity as 

applicable 

By dealing with the consequences 

298 10.2.1 b) 1) Evaluate the need for actions 

to eliminate the causes of the 

nonconformity 

By reviewing and analyzing the 

nonconformity 
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299 10.2.1 b) 2) Evaluate the need for actions 

to eliminate the causes of the 

nonconformity 

So that the nonconformity does not 

happen again 

300 10.2.1 b) 3) Evaluate the need for actions 

to eliminate the causes of the 

nonconformity 

By determining if similar 

nonconformities exists 

301 10.2.1 c) Evaluate the need for actions 

to eliminate the causes of the 

nonconformity 

By implementing needed actions 

302 10.2.1 d) Evaluate the need for actions 

to eliminate the causes of the 

nonconformity 

By reviewing the effectiveness of 

corrective actions 

303 10.2.1 e) Evaluate the need for actions 

to eliminate the causes of the 

nonconformity 

By updating risks and opportunities 

304 10.2.1 f) Evaluate the need for actions 

to eliminate the causes of the 

nonconformity 

By making changes to QMS if 

necessary 

305 10.2.1  Ensure that corrective actions 

are appropriate and effective 

 

306 10.2.2 a) Retain documented 

information as evidence  

About the nature of the 

nonconformities. Cf. 7.5 

307 10.2.2 b) Retain documented 

information as evidence 

About the results of corrective 

actions. Cf. 7.5 

  10.3 Continual improvement  

308  10.3 Continually improve the 

suitability, adequacy and 

effectiveness 

Of QMS 

309  10.3 Take into account results of 

the analysis and evaluation, 

and the outputs from 

To determine the needs or 

opportunities that should be 

addressed as part of continual 
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management review improvement Cf. 9.1.3 and 9.3 
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Attachment III. PCP process of the target organization. 
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Attachment IV. Comparison matrix between ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 9001:2015. 

 

  

Equivalent 

requirements 

   

 

  

Similar 

purposes 

   

 

  

Standard-specific 

requirement 

  

 

      

ISO 14001:2015 vs. ISO 9001:2015 Matrix 

Clause ISO 9001:2015 Clause ISO 14001:2015 Comments Integration 

4 Context of the 

organization 

4 Context of the 

organization 

    

4.1 Understanding 

the 

organization 

and its context 

4.1 Understanding 

the organization 

and its context 

According to 

both standards, 

the organization 

has to determine 

the external and 

internal subjects 

relevant to the 

aim of the 

organization and 

deemed to 

influence the 

intended 

outcomes of its 

QMS or EMS 

Integrated 

implementation. 

Monitoring and 

review 

information 

about these 

issues 

according to the 

tighter ISO 

9001 standard 

4.2 Understanding 

the needs and 

expectations of 

interested 

parties 

4.2 Understanding 

the needs and 

expectations of 

interested parties 

Have to identify 

the relevant 

interested parties 

and their needs 

and 

Integrated 

implementation. 

Monitor and 

review 

information 
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requirements 

from the 

organization, 

according to 

both standards 

about interested 

parties, 

according to the 

tighter ISO 

9001 

4.3 Determining 

the scope of the 

quality 

management 

system 

4.3 Determining the 

scope of the 

environmental 

management 

system 

Needs to take 

note of the two 

previous 

subclauses. 

Determination of 

scope, including 

units, functions, 

physical 

boundaries, 

activities, 

products and 

services. Take 

into account 

authority and the 

ability to control 

and influence 

Can be 

determined, 

documented 

and maintained 

as integrated 

4.4 Quality 

management 

system and its 

processes 

4.4 Environmental 

management 

system 

The difference is 

that the ISO 

9001 standard is 

supplemented 

due to the 

requirement 

related to the 

process 

approach, and 

the ISO 14001 

says about 

Both standards 

are required to 

establish, 

implement, 

maintain and 

improve QMS 

and EMS, 

including the 

processes 

needed and 

their 
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determining the 

way that will 

satisfy EMS 

requirements, 

including how 

they will be 

integrated to 

business 

processes 

interactions. If 

integrated, the 

stricter ISO 

9001 

requirements 

should be 

followed 

4.4.1 General     In the ISO 9001 

clause, 4.4 is 

divided into two 

subclauses 

  

4.4.2 Process 

approach 

    

5 Leadership 5 Leadership     

5.1 Leadership and 

commitment 

5.1 Leadership and 

commitment 

The ISO 9001 is 

divided into two 

subclauses, 

including 

customer focus. 

Both standards 

require senior 

management to 

lead and to be 

committed to the 

management 

systems 

Can be at least 

partially 

integrated 

(leadership and 

commitment). If 

integrated fully, 

customer focus 

according to 

ISO 9001 5.1.2 

has to be 

included.  

5.1.1 Leadership and 

commitment 

with respect to 

the quality 

management 

system 

    The ISO 9001 

also includes 

process 

approach and 

risk-based 

thinking 

When 

integrating, ISO 

9001 

requirements 

have to be 

followed. 
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5.1.2 Leadership and 

commitment 

with respect to 

the needs and 

expectations of 

customer 

    Subclause only 

in ISO 9001 

Have to include 

the 

environmental 

point of view 

when 

integrating   

5.2 Quality policy 5.2 Environmental 

policy 

Both standards 

have their own 

policy 

requirements. 

Both policies 

have to be 

available as 

documented 

information, 

communicated 

within the 

organization and 

available to 

interested parties 

  

5.3 Organizational 

roles, 

responsibilities 

and authorities 

5.3 Organizational 

roles, 

responsibilities 

and authorities 

According to 

both standards, 

senior 

management 

should assign 

the relevant 

roles, 

responsibilities 

and authorities 

and 

communicate 

them within the 

Both standards 

require 

conformity to 

standards and 

performance 

reporting. 

Otherwise, ISO 

9001 

requirements 

are more 

demanding by 

containing 
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organization process 

approach and 

customer focus 

6 Planning 6 Planning Between ISO 

9001 and ISO 

14001, the 

structure of this 

clause is a bit 

different 

  

6.1 Actions to 

address risks 

and 

opportunities 

6.1 Actions to 

address risks and 

opportunities 

Has to consider 

the issues 

referred to in 

subclauses 4.1 

and 4.2. 

Determine the 

risk and 

opportunities 

that need to be 

addressed to 

assure QMS can 

achieve the 

intended 

outcome. Assure 

that the 

organization can 

consistently 

achieve a 

conformity of 

goods, services 

and customer 

satisfaction. 

Requirements 

for 

environmental 

aspects, legal 

requirements 

and voluntary 

obligations are 

missing from 

the ISO 9001 

standard. 

However, 

general parts 

are possible to 

integrate (ISO 

9001 - 6.1 & 

ISO 14001 - 

6.1.1) 
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Prevent or 

reduce undesired 

effects and 

achieve 

improvements. 

In ISO 14001, 

Determine risk 

and 

opportunities 

that arise from 

the 

organization’s 

significant 

environmental 

aspects in ISO 

14001. 

Applicable legal 

requirements, 

voluntary 

obligations and 

other business 

risks and 

opportunity 

interfering 

  6.1.1 General     

  6.1.2 Environmental 

aspects 

  No need to 

integrate 

  6.1.3 Compliance 

obligations 

  No need to 

integrate 
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  6.1.4 Planning action Both standards 

require that 

actions are 

integrated 

related to risks 

and 

opportunities to 

management 

system 

processes, and 

that the 

effectiveness of 

these actions is 

evaluated 

In addition, ISO 

14001 requires 

the organization 

to take actions 

to address its 

significant 

environmental 

actions and 

compliance 

obligations 

6.2 Quality 

objectives and 

planning to 

achieve them 

6.2 Environmental 

objectives and 

planning to 

achieve them 

    

6.2.1   6.2.1 Environmental 

objectives and 

planning to 

achieve them 

The 

requirements for 

quality 

objectives and 

environmental 

objectives are 

very similar. The 

difference is that 

the ISO 9001 

has a 

requirement for 

quality policy to 

be consistent 

with relevant 

If objectives are 

established as 

integrated, take 

into account 

both mentioned 

standard 

specific 

requirements 

and apply them 

to the objectives 
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conformity of 

goods and 

services and 

customer 

satisfaction, 

while the ISO 

14001 requires 

that the 

organization 

takes action to 

address its 

significant 

environmental 

actions and 

compliance 

obligations 

6.2.2   6.2.2 Planning actions 

to achieve 

environmental 

objectives 

Both standards 

contain 

requirements 

that mean the 

organization has 

to determine 

what will be 

done, what 

resources will be 

required, who 

will be 

responsible, 

when it will be 

completed and 

how the results 

will be evaluated 

In addition, the 

ISO 14001 

requires the 

organization to 

consider how 

actions to 

achieve its 

environmental 

objectives can 

be integrated 

into  the 

organization’s 

business 

processes 
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6.3 Planning of 

changes 

    These 

requirements are 

only in ISO 

9001 

Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS 

7 Support 7 Support     

7.1 Resources 7.1 Resources Both standards 

require that the 

organization has 

to determine and 

provide the 

resources needed 

for 

establishment, 

implementation, 

maintenance and 

improvement 

ISO 9001 

subclauses 

7.1.1, 7.1.2, 

7.1.3, 7.1.4 and 

7.1.5 define 

more precisely 

what resources 

should be taken 

into account 

7.1.1  General       Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS 

7.1.2 Infrastructure       Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS  

7.1.3 Process 

environment 

      Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS  

7.1.4 Environment 

for the 

operation of 

processes 

      Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS  

7.1.5 Monitoring and 

measuring 

resources 

      Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS  
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7.1.6 Organizational 

knowledge 

      Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS  

7.2 Competence 7.2 Competence Both standards 

state the 

requirements for 

determining and 

assuring 

necessary 

competences. In 

addition, the ISO 

14001 requires 

that the 

organization has 

to determine 

training needs 

associated with 

its 

environmental 

aspects and its 

environmental 

management 

system 

Must integrate 

according with 

more stringent 

ISO 14001 

requirements 
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7.3 Awareness 7.3 Awareness Both standards 

require that 

persons doing 

work under 

supervision of 

the organization 

have to be aware 

of environmental 

and quality 

policies and 

have an 

awareness about 

the 

consequences if 

QMS and EMS 

requirements are 

not followed. 

The ISO 9001 

requires 

awareness about 

relevant quality 

objectives and 

their 

contribution to 

the effectiveness 

of QMS, 

including the 

benefits of 

improved quality 

performance and 

the implications 

of not 

Ensuring 

personnel 

awareness can 

be implemented 

and integrated 

as long as 

requirements 

from both 

standards are 

taken into 

account 
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conforming with 

QMS 

requirements. 

The ISO 14001 

requires 

awareness about 

the significant 

environmental 

aspects and 

potential 

environmental 

impacts 

associated to 

work, including 

applicable legal 

requirements 

and voluntary 

obligations 

7.4 Communication 7.4 Communication The 

requirements in 

ISO 9001 clause 

7.4 are very 

similar to the 

requirements in 

ISO 14001 

subclause 7.4.1. 

In addition, ISO 

14001 has 

requirements for 

internal and 

external 

communication 

Integration can 

be completed if 

ISO 14001 

requirements 

are also 

extended to 

cover QMS 
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    7.4.1 General Similar 

requirements, 

except the ISO 

9001 requires 

that the person 

or means of 

communication 

is determined, 

while the ISO 

14001 requires 

that compliance 

obligations are 

taken into 

account in order 

to ensure that 

communicated 

information is in 

line with EMS 

and reliable. ISO 

14001 also 

requires that 

relevant 

communications 

are responded to 

on its EMS and 

that documented 

information is 

retained as 

evidence when 

appropriate 

Integration can 

be done if the 

ISO 14001 

requirements 

are also 

extended to 

cover QMS 

    7.4.2 Internal 

communication 

ISO 14001 

requirements 

Integration can 

be done if ISO 
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define what 

organizations 

should 

communicate 

internally 

14001 

requirements 

are also 

extended to 

cover QMS 

    7.4.3 External 

communication  

Defines external 

communication 

Integration can 

be done if ISO 

14001 

requirements 

are also 

extended to 

cover QMS 

7.5 Documented 

information 

7.5 Documented 

information 

The 

requirements for 

documented 

information are 

almost the same 

in all subclauses. 

The only 

different is that 

ISO 9001 

requires that 

documents are 

protected from 

unintended 

alterations 

(7.5.3) 

Integration 

according to the 

tighter ISO 

9001 

7.5.1 General 7.5.1 General     

7.5.2 Creating and 

updating 

7.5.2 Creating and 

updating 

    

7.5.3 Control of 

documented 

7.5.3 Control of 

documented 
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information information 

8 Operation 8 Operation Subclause 8.1 is almost the same 

in both standards, and all other 

subclauses are different 

8.1 Operation 

planning and 

control 

8.1 Operation 

planning and 

control 

The organization 

has to plan, 

implement and 

control the 

processes 

needed to meet 

requirements 

and to 

implement the 

actions 

determined in 

subclauses 6.1 

and 6.2, as well 

as requirements 

related to the 

product or 

service and to 

EMS by 

establishing 

criteria for the 

processes and 

implementing 

control of the 

processes in 

accordance with 

the criteria. The 

organization 

This first 

subclause of the 

operation clause 

is very similar 

in both 

standards but, 

in addition, ISO 

14001 requires 

that the 

following are 

taken into 

account: Life 

cycle 

perspective in 

design and 

development 

processes, 

communication, 

transportation 

and end-of-life 

treatment of 

product or 

service  
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should keep 

documented 

information to 

the necessary 

extent to have 

confidence that 

the processes 

have been 

carried out as 

planned, and 

also control the 

planned changes 

and review the 

consequences of 

unintended 

changes 

8.2 Determination 

of market needs 

and interactions 

with customer 

8.2 Emergency 

preparation and 

response 

  No need to 

integrate 

8.2.1 General       No need to 

integrate 

8.2.2 Determination 

of requirements 

related to the 

goods and 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.2.3 Review of 

requirements 

related to the 

goods and 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 
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8.2.4 Customer 

communication 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.3 Operational 

planning 

process 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.4 Control of 

external 

provision of 

goods and 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.4.1 General       No need to 

integrate 

8.4.2  Type and extent 

of control of 

external 

provision 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.4.3 Documented 

information for 

external 

providers 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.5 Development 

of goods and 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.5.1 Development 

processes 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.5.2 Development 

controls 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.5.3 Development 

transfer 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.6 Production of 

goods and 

      No need to 

integrate 
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provision of 

services 

8.6.1  Control of 

production of 

goods and 

provisions of 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.6.2 Identification 

and traceability 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.6.3 Property 

belonging to 

customers and 

external 

providers  

      No need to 

integrate 

8.6.4 Preservation of 

goods and 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.6.5 Post-delivery 

activities 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.6.6 Control of 

changes 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.7 Release of 

goods and 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 

8.8 Nonconforming 

goods and 

services 

      No need to 

integrate 

9 Performance 

evaluation 

9 Performance 

evaluation 

    

9.1 Monitoring, 

measurement 

9.1 Monitoring, 

measurement 
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analysis and 

evaluation 

analysis and 

evaluation 

9.1.1 General   General Common 

requirements are 

that the 

organization has 

to determine 

what needs to be 

monitored and 

measured, as 

well as the 

methods for 

monitoring, 

measurement, 

analysis and 

evaluation. This 

is applicable to 

ensure valid 

results 

concerning when 

the monitoring 

and measuring 

shall be 

performed, as 

well as when 

results from the 

monitoring and 

measurement 

shall be analyzed 

and evaluated. 

The organization 

has to retain 

In addition, ISO 

14001 requires 

that the criteria 

and KPIs are 

determined in 

order to 

evaluate the 

level of 

environmental 

performance 

and the 

effectiveness of 

EMS. The 

organization 

shall also 

communicate 

relevant 

environmental 

performance 

information 

internally and 

externally 

according to the 

ISO 14001 
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appropriate 

documented 

information as 

evidence of the 

result, then 

evaluate the 

performance and 

effectiveness of 

the management 

systems 

9.1.2 Customer 

satisfaction 

  Evaluation of 

compliance 

Standard-

specific 

requirements 

No need to 

integrate 

9.1.3 Analysis and 

evaluation 

    ISO 9001 

requires that the 

organization has 

to analyze and 

evaluate the 

appropriate data 

arising from 

monitoring, 

measurement 

and other 

relevant sources, 

including 

determination of 

applicable 

methods and for 

what reason the 

results of the 

analysis and 

evaluation have 

Can also be 

extended to 

cover EMS 
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to be used 

9.2 Internal audit 9.2 Internal audit Requirements 

are the same in 

both standards 

  

9.3 Management 

review 

9.3 Management 

review 

Both standards 

requires that 

senior 

management 

have to review 

the organization 

management 

system at 

planned intervals 

in order to 

ensure its 

continuity, 

suitability, 

adequacy and 

effectiveness. 

Both standards 

also have certain 

requirements 

regarding what 

management 

review has to 

included 

Both standards 

also have 

standard-

specific 

requirements 

regarding what 

should be 

included in the 

management 

review, as well 

as standard- 

specific 

requirements 

regarding what 

outputs should 

be achieved 

10 Improvement 10 Improvement     
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10.1 General 10.1 General 

Both standards 

require that the 

organization 

determines 

opportunities for 

improvement 

and implements 

the actions 

necessary to 

achieve the 

intended 

outcome of its 

management 

system 

In addition, the 

ISO 9001 gives 

more detailed 

information 

about what 

should be 

included to 

determine  

improvement 

opportunities 

10.2 Nonconformity 

and corrective 

action 

10.2 Nonconformity 

and corrective 

action 

Requirements 

are almost the 

same in both 

standards 

The ISO 14001 

also requires 

that  

documented 

information 

about corrective 

actions is kept  

10.3 Improvement 10.3 Improvement Both standards 

require the 

organization to 

continually 

improve the 

suitability, 

adequacy and 

effectiveness of 

the management 

system 

In addition, the 

ISO 9001 

requires that the 

results of the 

analysis and 

evaluation be 

considered, 

while the 

outputs from 

the 

management 
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review should 

be determined if 

there are needs 

or opportunities 

that should be 

addressed as 

part of 

continual 

improvement. 

This 

requirement can 

also be 

expanded to 

cover EMS 
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Attachment V. Comparison matrix between ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 9001:2008. 

 

  New requirement 

  Minor changes 

  Equivalent or same purpose 

 

ISO 9001:2015 vs. ISO 9001:2008 Matrix 

Clause ISO 9001:2015 Clause ISO 9001:2008 Comments 

Introduction 

0.1 General 0.1 General There is no big difference in these 

clauses: the new standard points 

out sustainability and a risk-based 

approach  

0.2  Quality 

management 

principles 

  The old version says (0.1) that 

quality principles are taken into 

account in this standard, while the 

new standard lists them 

0.3 Process approach 0.2 Process approach The process approach is the same, 

but the new standard also 

includes subclauses for the PDCA 

cycle and risk-based thinking, 

which is a completely new 

requirement 

0.4 Relationship with 

other management 

system standards 

0.3 & 

0.4 

Compatibility with 

other management 

systems 

The ISO 9001:2015 mainly 

includes both subclauses 0.3 and 

0.4 from ISO 9001:2008, the new 

version contains the new 

Appendix SL structure, which 

will increase compatibility with 

other standards and their 

integration 

Quality management system requirements 

1 Scope 1 Scope These clauses are almost the same 

in both standard versions 2 Normative 

references 

2 Normative references 
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3 Terms and 

definitions 

3 Terms and definitions This clause refers to ISO 9000 in 

both versions.  Some new terms 

are introduced in the new ISO 

9000:2015 version 

4 Context of the 

organization 

4 Quality management 

system 

  

4.1 Understanding the 

organization and 

its context 

  A new requirement: the 

organization needs to determine 

the external and internal context 

that affects the organization 

4.2 Understanding the 

needs and 

expectations of 

interested parties 

  ISO 9001:2015 introduces the 

term ‘interested parties’, while 

ISO 9001:2008 concentrates on 

the customer 

4.3 Determining the 

scope of the 

quality 

management 

system 

4.2.2 Quality manual The quality manual is no longer 

mandatory. The requirement for 

determining and documenting its 

scope still remains 

4.4 Quality 

management 

system and its 

processes 

4.1 General requirements The old requirements remain and, 

in addition, the new version 

covers risks, opportunities, and 

the assignment of authorities and 

responsibilities for the processes 

5 Leadership   Management 

responsibility 

  

5.1 Leadership and 

commitment 

5.1 Management 

commitment 

The clauses are very similar. The 

main difference is that the ISO 

9001:2015 requires senior 

management to take 

accountability for the 

effectiveness of QMS 

5.1.1 Leadership and 

commitment 

(general) 

5.4.2 Quality management 

system planning 
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5.1.2 Customer focus 5.2 Customer focus Old requirement remain the same 

and, in addition, the new version 

requires the determination of  

risks and opportunities, as well as 

consideration of the statutory and 

regulatory 

5.2 Quality policy 5.3 Quality policy The requirements remain the 

same. 

5.3 Organizational 

roles, 

responsibilities 

and authorities 

5.5.1 Responsibility and 

authority  

ISO 9001:2015 does not require 

appointing a management 

representative, but describes in 

more detail the roles, 

responsibilities and authorities 

within QMS 

6 Planning       

6.1 Actions to address 

risks and 

opportunities 

5.4.2 

& 

8.5.3 

Quality management 

system planning & 

Preventive action 

The new version requires that the 

risks and opportunities affecting 

the organization when planning 

QMS are determined 

6.2 Quality objectives 

and planning to 

achieve them 

5.4.1 Quality objectives The new version is more 

structured and, in addition to old 

requirements, it contains some 

refinements 

6.3 Planning of 

changes 

5.4.2 Quality management 

system planning 

The new version also emphasizes 

the systematic approach when 

carrying out changes in QMS 

7 Support       

7.1 Resources 6 Resource management  

7.1.1 General 6.1 Provision of resources The old requirements remain but, 

in addition, the new version also 

emphasizes the consideration of 

capabilities and constrains of the 

organization, as well as resources 

obtained from external providers 
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7.1.2 People 6.1 Provision of resources The requirements remain almost 

the same 

7.1.3 Infrastructure 6.3 Infrastructure The requirements remain almost 

the same. 

7.1.4 Environment for 

operation of the 

process 

6.4 Work environment The requirements remain almost 

the same 

7.15 Monitoring and 

measuring 

resources 

7.6 Control of monitoring 

and measuring 

equipment 

The new version emphasizes the 

provision of resources for 

monitoring and measurement. 

The organization must retain 

documented information as 

evidence of fitness for the 

purpose of monitoring and 

measuring resources 

7.16 Organizational 

knowledge 

  This is a completely new 

requirement. The organization 

will need to determine the 

knowledge necessary to run the 

processes and achieve conformity 

of products and services 

7.2 Competence 6.1.2 

& 

6.2.2 

General & 

Competence, training 

and awareness 

Requirements of these clauses in 

both versions remain almost the 

same 

7.3 Awareness 6.1.2 

& 

6.2.2 

General & 

Competence, training 

and awareness 

7.4 Communication 5.5.3 Internal 

communication 

The new standard version 

includes both internal and 

external communication 

responsibilities, and requires the 

definition of responsibility and 

methods of communication 

7.5 Documented 4.2 Documentation  
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information requirements 

7.5.1 General 4.2.1 General The requirements remain almost 

the same 

7.5.2 Creating and 

updating 

4.2.3 

& 

4.2.4 

Control of documents 

& Control of records 

The requirements remain almost 

the same 

7.5.3 Control of 

documented 

information 

4.2.3 

& 

4.2.4 

Control of documents 

& Control of records 

8 Operation       

8.1 Operational 

planning and 

control 

7.1 Planning product 

realization 

The requirements are equivalent 

8.2 Determination of 

requirements for 

products and 

services 

7.2 Customer-related 

processes 

 

8.2.1 Customer 

communication 

7.2.3 Customer 

communication 

The requirements are pretty much 

the same, but the new version 

emphasizes communication about 

the treatment of customer 

property 

8.2.2 Determination of 

requirements 

related to products 

and services 

7.2.1 Determination of 

requirements related to 

the product 

The requirements remain almost 

the same 

8.2.3 Review of 

requirements 

related to products 

and services 

7.1.1 

& 

7.2.2 

Review of 

requirements related to 

the product 

The requirements are equivalent 

8.3 Design and 

development of 

products and 

services 

7.3 Design and 

development 
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8.3.1 General   New clause. Defines when the 

design and development process 

is necessary 

8.3.2 Design and 

development 

planning 

7.3.1 Design and 

development planning 

The requirements remain almost 

the same 

8.3.3 Design and 

development 

planning 

7.3.2 Design and 

development planning 

The requirements remain almost 

the same. 

8.3.4 Design and 

development 

controls 

7.3.4 

& 

7.3.5 

& 

7.3.6 

Design and 

development review & 

Design and 

development 

verification & Design 

and development 

validation 

The new clause aggregates the 

requirements of the three old 

clauses that keep the old 

requirements 

8.3.5 Design and 

development 

outputs 

7.3.3 Design and 

development outputs 

The requirements remain almost 

the same 

8.3.6 Design and 

development 

changes 

7.3.7 Control of design and 

development changes 

In addition to the remaining old 

requirements, the new standard 

requires documented information 

about the authorization of the 

changes 

8.4 Control of 

externally 

provided products 

and services 

7.4.1 Purchasing process  

8.4.1 General 7.4.1 Purchasing process The requirements remain almost 

the same 

8.4.2 Type and extent 

of control of 

external provision 

7.4.3 Verification of 

purchased product 

The requirements are equivalent 
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8.4.3 Information for 

external provision 

7.4.2 Purchasing 

information 

The new version emphasizes 

monitoring and control of 

external providers, otherwise the 

requirements are equivalent 

8.5 Production and 

service provision 

7.5 Production and service 

provision 

 

8.5.1 Control of 

production and 

service provision 

7.5.1 Control of production 

and service provision 

The requirements are equivalent 

8.5.2 Identification and 

traceability 

7.5.3 Identification and 

traceability 

The requirements are equivalent 

8.5.3 Property 

belonging to 

customers or 

external providers 

7.5.4 Customer property The requirements are pretty much 

the same in both versions, 

although in the new standard the 

requirements are extended to 

property belonging to external 

providers (as well as customer) 

8.5.4 Preservation 7.5.5 Preservation of 

products 

The requirements are equivalent. 

8.5.5 Post-delivery 

actions 

7.5.1 Control of design and 

development changes 

The post-delivery activities are 

mentioned in several places in the 

old version, but in the new 

version, they are separated to 

their own clause 

8.5.6 Control of 

changes 

7.3.7 Control of design and 

development changes 

New version stresses conformity 

with requirements and the 

importance of change control 

8.6 Release of 

products and 

service 

8.2.4  Monitoring and 

measurement of 

processes 

The requirements remain almost 

the same 

8.7 Control of 

nonconforming 

process outputs, 

products and 

8.3 Control of 

nonconforming 

product 

The requirements are equivalent 
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services 

9 Performance 

evaluation 

      

9.1 Monitoring, 

measurement, 

analysis and 

evaluation 

   

9.1.1  General 8.1.1 

& 

8.2.3 

General & Monitoring 

and measurement of 

process 

In addition to the remaining old 

requirements, the new standard 

requires documented information 

as evidence 

9.1.2 Customer 

satisfaction 

8.2.1 Customer satisfaction Requirements are equivalent 

9.1.3 Analysis and 

evaluation 

8.4 Analysis of data Requirements are equivalent 

9.2 Internal audit 8.2.2 Internal audit The new standard does not 

require procedures for internal 

audit, otherwise the requirements 

are the same 

9.3 Management 

review 

5.6  Management review Requirements are equivalent 

10 Improvement       

10 Improvement 8.5 Improvement  

10.1 General 8.5.1 Continual 

improvement 

The requirements in the new 

standard explains what should be 

considered during the process of 

improvement 

10.2 Nonconformity 

and corrective 

action 

8.3 & 

8.5.2 

Control of 

nonconforming 

product & Corrective 

action 

The requirements are equivalent 

10.3  Continual 

improvement 

8.5.1 Continual 

improvement 

The requirements remain almost 

the same 
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Attachment VI. Complete ISO 14001:2015 Gap analysis. 

 

ISO 14001:2015

 4.1 

ISO 14001:2015

 4.2

ISO 14001:2015

4.3

ISO 14001:2015

  4.4

ISO 14001:2015

 5.1

ISO 14001:2015

5.2

Manage customer

Mange sales cases

After sales

Research and development

Product management

Product creation process

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements Intranet

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring

PRO-206-2850

PRO-143-2716

PRO-206-2850 PRO-206-2850

PRO-143-2716

PRO-206-2850

HR development PRO-1764-886

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management

PRO-256-1487 PRO-256-1487 PRO-256-1487 Intranet DOC-59-2003

PRO-256-1487

All DOC-452-1859

Vision strategy

Improvement and feedback

Customer management

Requirements Process/function

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support
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ISO 14001:2015

5.3

ISO 14001:2015

6.1.1

ISO 14001:2015

6.1.2

ISO 14001:2015

6.1.3

ISO 14001:2015

6.1.4

ISO 14001:2015

6.2.1

Manage customer

Mange sales cases

After sales

Research and development

Product management

Product creation process

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements

Intranet 

(org.chart)

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring

PRO-206-2850

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management PRO-249-656

ICT management

Intranet 

(org.chart)

All

Requirements Process/function

Customer management

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation

 

 

ISO 14001:2015

6.2.2

ISO 14001:2015

7.1

ISO 14001:2015

7.2

ISO 14001:2015

7.3

ISO 14001:2015

7.4

ISO 14001:2015

7.5

Manage customer

Mange sales cases

After sales

Research and development

Product management

Product creation process

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements MAN-9-590

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews DOC-113-358

Finance

Testing and measuring

HR development PRO-232-765

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management

PRO- 256-2848

All

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

Requirements Process/function

Customer management
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ISO 14001:2015

8.1

ISO 14001:2015

8.2

ISO 14001:2015

9.1.1

ISO 14001:2015

9.1.2

ISO 14001:2015

9.2

ISO 14001:2015

9.3

ISO 14001:2015

10

Manage customer

Mange sales cases

After sales

Research and development

Product management

Product creation process

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements MAN-9-590 PRO-206-2850

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring

PRO-206-722 PRO-206-2850 PRO-143-2716

AST-CAPA, PRO-

164-733

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management

PRO-264-782

Environmental 

objective 

template

All

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

Requirements Process/function

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation

Operations

Sourcing
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Attachment VII. Complete ISO 9001:2015 Gap analysis. 

 

ISO 9001:2015

 4.1 

ISO 9001:2015

 4.2

ISO 9001:2015

4.3

ISO 9001:2015

4.4

ISO 9001:2015

 5.1.1

ISO 9001:2015

5.1.2 

Manage customer

Manage sales cases

After sales

Research an development

Product management

DOC-232-299 PRO-3430-1460

PRO-1647-1755

DOC-233-305

DOC-53-403

General requirements

Network capacity management PRO-115-721

Order preparation PRO-16-605

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements PRO-1-1860 Intranet

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

DOC-228-295

DOC-131-297

Finance PRO-753-2690 PRO-753-2690

Testing and measuring

DOC-228-295

PRO-206-722

PRO-143-2716

PRO-206-722

PRO-143-2716

PRO-206-722

HR development PRO-230-875 PRO-230-875

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management Intranet

PRO-256-1487 PRO-256-1487 PRO-256-1487

DOC-59-2003

PRO-256-1487

Intranet PRO-256-2848

PRO-256-1487

PRO-1-1860

DOC-452-1859

Vision strategy

Improvement and feedback

All

Product creation process

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation

Requirements Process/function
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ISO 9001:2015

5.2

ISO 9001:2015

5.3

ISO 9001:2015

6.1 &6.2

ISO 9001:2015

6.3

ISO 9001:2015

7.1

ISO 9001:2015

7.1.2

Manage customer

Manage sales cases

After sales

Research an development

Product management

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements

Intranet 

(org.chart)

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring

PRO-206-722 PRO-206-722 PRO-206-722 PRO-146-733 PRO-206-722

PRO-230-875

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management PRO-249-656

ICT management

Intranet 

(org.chart)

DOC-59-2003 PRO-256-2848

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

All

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation Product creation process

Operations

Sourcing

Requirements Process/function
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ISO 9001:2015

5.2

ISO 9001:2015

5.3

ISO 9001:2015

6.1 &6.2

ISO 9001:2015

6.3

ISO 9001:2015

7.1

ISO 9001:2015

7.1.2

Manage customer

Manage sales cases

After sales

Research an development

Product management

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements

Intranet 

(org.chart)

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring

PRO-206-722 PRO-206-722 PRO-206-722 PRO-146-733 PRO-206-722

PRO-230-875

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management PRO-249-656

ICT management

Intranet 

(org.chart)

DOC-59-2003 PRO-256-2848

Requirements Process/function

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation Product creation process

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

All
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ISO 9001:2015

7.4

ISO 9001:2015

7.5

ISO 9001:2015

8.1

ISO 9001:2015

8.2

ISO 9001:2015

8.3

ISO 9001:2015

8.4

Manage customer

Manage sales cases

After sales

Research an development

Product management

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements MAN-9-590

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews DOC-113-358

Finance

Testing and measuring

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management

Requirements Process/function

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation Product creation process

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

All

PCP
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ISO 9001:2015

8.51.

ISO 9001:2015

8.52.

ISO 9001:2015

8.5.3

ISO 9001:2015

8.5.4

ISO 9001:2015

8.5.5

ISO 9001:2015

8.5.6

Manage customer

Manage sales cases

After sales

Research an development

Product management

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management

Sourcing

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

All

Requirements Process/function

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation Product creation process

Operations
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ISO 9001:2015

8.6

ISO 9001:2015

8.7

ISO 9001:2015

9.1.1

ISO 9001:2015

9.1.2

ISO 9001:2015

9.1.3

ISO 9001:2015

9.2

Manage customer

Manage sales cases

After sales PRO-3386-1373 PRO-3386-1373

Research an development

Product management

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring PRO-3610-2055 PRO-3610-2055

PRO-146-733 PRO-143-2716

PRO-206-722

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management

Customer 

satisfaction

All

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

Requirements Process/function

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation Product creation process
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ISO 9001:2015

9.3

ISO 9001:2015

10.1

ISO 9001:2015

10.2

ISO 9001:2015

10.3

Manage customer

Manage sales cases

After sales

Research an development

Product management

General requirements

Network capacity management

Order preparation

Agile Manufacturing

Forwarding operations

Localization

Development management

Supply management

Supplier selection

Material management

General requirements

Marketing and Communications

Document management and reviews

Finance

Testing and measuring

CAPA: PRO-146-

733

CAPA: PRO-146-

733

CAPA: PRO-146-

733

HR development

Development project model

Action items

Facility management

Inventing and patenting

Risk management

ICT management

All

Operations

Sourcing

Common and support

Improvement and feedback

Vision strategy

Requirements Process/function

Customer management

Technology and product 

management and prouct 

creation Product creation process

 


